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#
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260
297
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Oral Presentations
#

Student(s)

Title

Campus

O24
Destini I. Acosta
Characterizing the diurnal cycle of the red-backed
University Park
		
salamander using corticosterone		
Measuring Corticosterone (CORT) can give an overview of animal activity. The study specimen, red-backed salamander, is widely distributed however, little is known about their diurnal corticosterone cycle. We predicted CORT would be highest at dusk for this nocturnal
species. Using the water bath method, we noninvasively sampled CORT. In our study, the red-backed salamander’s CORT levels increased
around 12AM and peaked at 6AM. Results contradicted our hypothesis and may suggest that the salamanders upregulate digestion.
Faculty sponsor: David Miller | Presentation time 6:19 p.m., Room 131

O18
Elena Cadenas
Determining how neural connectivity affects
University Park
		
activity through modeling of the Combinatorial
		
Threshold Linear Network		
The Combinatorial Threshold Linear Network (CTLN) models neural activity as a network of nodes where activity is determined by binary
synapses. The research presented here used a software implementation of the CTLN to analyze long run neural activity resulting from a
variety of initial activation states. The results demonstrate the variability of attractive states that can be triggered in network structures
having the same degree sequences. Faculty sponsor: Carina Curto | Presentation time 5:19 p.m., Room 131   
O29
Serena Carlson
Preventative Health: The United States vs. Costa Rica
World Campus
Comparative analysis in the United States vs. Costa Rica. Preventative Care for geriatrics provides annual week visits four times a year
vs. the United State’s one visit. Costa Rica brings healthcare the citizens. 98% of Costa Rica’s population is vaccinated. The United States
falls around 91%. Primary Care Technicians visit villages and towns, bringing healthcare to its citizens. They collect health data, social and
economic data and make a decision about the family’s care. Faculty sponsor: Celeste Newcomb | Presentation time 7:03 p.m.,
Room 131
O32
David Chen		
Integration site preferences of endogenous retroviruses
University Park
		
through linear regression analysis		
In order to determine integration site preferences of endogenous retroviruses, my work focused on mapping previously collected genomic
sequencing data to spatially determine insertion distance to genes. I then compared the data to previously simulated random distributions
and conducted statistical analysis to determine the linear regression models that predict the integration sites. This project was authored in
collaboration with postdoctoral scholar Lei Yang and under the supervision of Dr. Mary Poss. Faculty sponsor: Mary Poss | Presentation
time 7:27 p.m., Room 131
O14
Alexandria Chomyn
Progressive Forms of Agriculture for Downtown State College
University Park
Climate change is a problem that has been accumulating over the past few decades due to a variety of reasons. There’s an opportunity to
look at climate change as an opportunity to better the planet as well as individuals’ diets. Implementing green spaces throughout State College could be used for agricultural purposes and enjoyment. This will provide the resources to eat a more plant-based diet and fix climate
change in the meantime. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer | Presentation time 6:54 p.m., Flex Theatre

O17
Matthew Coleman
Stormwater Modeling of Low Impact Development
University Park
		
Practices on Campus		
This research focused on modeling some of the stormwater best management practices on campus in the Stormwater Management Model.
This model was used to calculate the efficiencies of some of the practices. It was also used to determine which practices can and should be
used for future developments to the campus. Faculty sponsor: Cibin Raj | Presentation time 5:11 p.m., Room 131
O08

Zachary Conway
Blockchain Technology and Autonomous Vehicles
University Park
Cody Holl		
Nikolas Lecce
Our purpose was to describe and illustrate how Blockchain technology can be utilized as the operating system to more refine the decision
making of autonomous vehicles. Blockchain technology will be able to share information between vehicles in proximity with one another
in realtime. Integrating a grid computing system into the current intranet of autonomous vehicles, utilizing Blockchain, that would share
information machine-to-machine that would allow for the vehicles to understand their surroundings, through shared experience from previous encounters. Faculty sponsor: Wei-Fan Chen | Presentation time 5:45 p.m., Flex Theatre
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Oral Presentations
#
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Campus

O04
Kylie Doran		
The Revitalization of Shamanism among the
University Park
		
Buriat and Tuva of Siberia		
Shamanism is a worldview based on connections that link the natural world to beliefs in a supernatural world, and shamans are those individuals who mediate both worlds. Thriving despite efforts of Christian missionaries and Soviet propagandists to eradicate it, shamanism
has proven its ability to stand the test of time. The history of Siberian indigenous peoples is one of power and powerlessness, much like
histories of minority groups all over the world. Faculty sponsor: Catherine Wanner | Presentation time 5:11 p.m., Flex Theatre
O06
Lina Duiker 		
The Ethics of Perceptions of Sexual Assault in Nicaragua
University Park
I conducted a survey examining empathy and perceptions of consent in Nicaragua and the U.S. The results showed that people from
Nicaragua were more likely to perceive that consent was given and were likely to have less empathy than people from the United States.
I examined what position a care ethics philosophy based in empathy would have on sexual violence. To help prevent sexual violence we
should teach empathy and consent to children and adults. Faculty sponsor: Sarah Clark Miller | Presentation time 5:27 p.m., Flex
Theatre
O20
Tice Harkins		
Development of a Micro-Particle Image Velocimetry
University Park
		
Platform to Study Thrombosis In Vitro		
Micro-particle image velocimetry (μPIV) provides the ability to quantitatively measure microflow alongside thrombus development. Using
a μPIV platform, we aim to capture the real time in vitro formation of a thrombus and better understand the micro-scale factors related to
thrombus growth. Preliminary data support the μPIV system’s ability to quantitatively measure flow. Results were compared to a computer COMSOL model under the same flow conditions. The experimental data validated the computational model. Faculty sponsor: Keefe
Manning | Presentation time 5:36 p.m., Room 131
O03
Julia Higson		
The recent development of urban agriculture in Japan:
University Park
		
urban planning and alternative food movements		
Cities in Japan are characterized by a mosaic patchwork of urban and rural land use, which has developed over time as a result of planning
laws and alternative food movements. Conventionally, the inability to establish a clear distinction between urban and rural landscapes has
been viewed as a failure in Japan. However, mixed use landscapes can actually benefit cities by building resilience to natural disasters,
providing ecosystem services, revitalizing shrinking cities and promoting food security. Faculty sponsor: Karl Zimmerer | Presentation
time 5:00 p.m., Flex Theatre

O22
David Kauffman
Investigation of Polymer Microneedles in the Delivery
University Park
		
of Protein Drugs		
Drug delivery methods often suffer from problems ranging from pain and patient noncompliance to reduced drug bioactivity. A series of
in-vitro assessments were performed to determine the mechanical strength, insertion ability, encapsulation efficiency, and bioactivity of
polymer microneedles containing the model protein VEGF. In-vivo assessments were performed using live mice. The ability to control
the release of bioactive proteins through the skin may provide revolutionary new treatments for a range of different pathologies. Faculty
sponsor: Yong Wang | Presentation time 5:54 p.m., Room 131

O16
Jivtesh Khurana
Active-Z Printing: A New Way to Improve 3D
University Park
		
Printed Part Strength		
Part Shape and build parameters in 3D Printing play a vital role in determining mechanical properties of 3D printed parts. Particularly, the
use of 2D layers printed parallel to the build surface produces weak parts especially when stresses perpendicular to the layer interface. We
investigate a novel approach that uses non-planar 3D layers, Active Z printing, to improve mechanical strength by aligning the principal
stresses in the part parallel to the material deposition paths. Faculty sponsor: Timothy Simpson | Presentation time 5:00 p.m., Room
131
O09
Lindsey Kircher
The Role of Sign and Symbol in Contemporary Painting
University Park
Through an example of my own artwork, I will explain the value of signage throughout art history and into contemporary art today. Abstraction and simplification of the human figure and space serve as important tools in communicating memory and meaning; their reductive
nature in fact contributes greater information. Whether through cave paintings, hieroglyphics, or the masterpieces of Picasso, symbolization rather than exact representation has been effective in expressing and magnifying the human experience. Faculty sponsor: John
Bowman | Presentation time 5:54 p.m., Flex Theatre
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O23

Adam Kling
Pollinator Panic!
University Park
Erica Krieger
Kevin Liang		
Candace Price
Pollinator Panic! is an educational tool developed by students in collaboration with the Center for Pollinator Research to communicate
the complexity of bee community dynamics and promote awareness for bee conservation. The player acts as a field researcher who sets
out to restore a damaged habitat using flora and bee species. By examining how these species interact to build a more stable community,
the game illustrates research vital to the ecological health of pollinators. Faculty sponsor: Carlos Rosas | Presentation time 6:03 p.m.,
Room 131

O27
Nicholas Kremp
Twenty-two years of forest regeneration in a
Worthington Scranton
		
Pennsylvanian sanctuary		
Over the summer of 2017, the vegetation both inside and outside of two deer exclosures in Wayne County, Pennsylvania were studied to
measure the impact of deer browsing on forest regeneration. Estimates of groundcover along with surveys of flowers, fruits, and seedlings
were conducted. Measurements of stem density and size of sapling and mature trees were also taken. Results indicate that current deer
populations severely restrict reproduction of native herbs and regeneration of canopy trees. Faculty sponsor: David Byman | Presentation time 6:45 p.m., Room 131
O21
Tianyi Liu		
APP for medical instrument device AnyMDx
University Park
This article related to the process of developing a Mobile Phone APP for medical instrument. The main function of the APP is offering the
connectivity to our portable molecular diagnostic system. It will allow the control command and data communication between the portable
AnyMDx and the smartphone. With powerful computation ability associated with the smartphone, a database and cloud based results
aggregation system can be used for malaria elimination effort. Faculty sponsor: Weihua Guan | Presentation time 5:45 p.m., Room 131

O30
Corey Moletsky
The Role of the Rcs Phosphorelay in Cefsulodin
University Park
		
Resistant E. coli		
Antibiotic resistant bacteria are a multifaceted problem threatening the world’s population and require constant research and development.
The Rcs Phosphorelay is a conserved pathway among enteric pathogens and shows promise as a potential antibiotic target. This research
aims to determine the role of the Rcs Phosphorelay in intrinsic antibiotic resistance. This was achieved through resistance profile comparisons of Cefsulodin resistant isolates to various beta-lactam antibiotics and kill curve analysis with Cefsulodin. Faculty sponsor: Sarah
Ades | Presentation time 7:11 p.m., Room 131
O25
Matthew Moran
Accuracy of Wrist-Worn Consumer Activity Trackers
Berks
The purpose of our study was to compare total step counts obtained by Fitbit Charge HR, Fitbit Blaze and Apple Watch with observed step
counts obtained by video recordings during a treadmill protocol to evaluate the accuracy of the devices in determining step counts. Fifty
participants completed a 4-stage treadmill protocol with all devices worn on the participant’s non-dominant wrist. No significant differences in steps for all devices when compared with observed video step counts. Faculty sponsor: Praveen Veerabhadrappa | Presentation
time 6:27 p.m., Room 131
O28
Andrew Murtha
Communication Between Vibrio fischeri Populations
University Park
		
within the Squid Light Organ		
Quorum sensing describes the synthesis and detection of small signaling molecules, called autoinducers (AI), that allow individual bacterial cells to coordinate functions as a group. Quorum sensing regulates cellular activities that are important for survival within a host,
such as biofilm formation and virulence. Using the mutualism established between the marine bacterium Vibrio fischeri and bobtail squid,
I study the ability of segregated bacterial populations to communicate via AI to promote symbiotic function. Faculty sponsor: Timothy
Miyashiro | Presentation time 6:54 p.m., Room 131

O19
Michael Penwarden
Habitable Planets: Do not disturb, life may be
University Park
		
in progress		
Planets within a solar system’s “habitable zone” have the right temperatures to support ingredients for life. We assessed if habitable zone
planets would continue to be habitable in the presence of other planets. We simulated planets in different solar systems for millions of
years; after very long periods of time other planets cause disturbances which may adversely affect their ability to support life. Global temperatures are very sensitive to the orbit of the planet. Faculty sponsor: Rebekah Dawson | Presentation time 5:27 p.m., Room 131
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O10
Kira Robbins
Production and Research of White Rabbit Red Rabbit
University Park
The Role of Sign and Symbol in Contemporary Painting. Faculty sponsor: Jeanmarie Higgins | Presentation time 6:19 p.m., Flex
Theatre

O12
Ross Tedesco
The Conceptualization of Physics Theories Through
University Park
		
Art Mediums		
The focus of this project was to create a new medium to describe basic principles of physics theories in order to spark creative learning
in what is normally an algorithmic study. The medium consisted of a painting that illustrated the basic concepts of invisible forces within
physics such as string theory, electromagnetic theory, and atomic theory. Artistic movements such as cubism and futurism were used as a
source of reference in determining optimal painting techniques. Faculty sponsor: Kofi Adu | Presentation time 6:36 p.m., Flex Theatre
O07
Lucas Tranchita
Potential Wetland Sites to Reduce Flooding along
University Park
		
the Buffalo Bayou in Houston, TX		
Hurricane Harvey devastated Houston, TX in August 2017 causing $100 billion in water damages across the city. Houston’s flat topography means that the area is vulnerable to flooding. My research uses GIS analysis to locate the most suitable sites along the Buffalo Bayou
to construct new wetlands, calculate the acreage of wetland sites, and calculate potential cost of construction, ultimately reducing the
impact of flooding in vulnerable communities. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer | Presentation time 5:36 p.m., Flex Theatre
O05
Mi Ni Tzou		
Fighting against Dictatorship: Taiwanese International
University Park
		
Students in the U.S. (1980-1992)
The project received 2017 Erickson Discovery Grant. It is an oral history of the Taiwanese student leaders who organized Homeward
movement (Fan-xiang movement) in order to fight against the dictatorship in the 1980s. This non-violent movement gave an end to the
dictatorship which is a historical milestone for liberty in Taiwan. In this exhibition, I will present the historical context, the leaders personal experiences and its significance for Taiwanese society. Faculty sponsor: Kathlene Baldanza | Presentation time 5:19 p.m., Flex
Theatre
O11
Yuyang Wang
The effect of MHD on pulsatile flow of Casson’s
York
		
fluid through stenosed arteries with application
		
to blood flow
The effects of non-Newtonian flow of blood through a stenosis artery in the presence of a magnetic field have been investigated. We use
the perturbation method to solve the problem. We will explore how the analytical relation between viscous flow region thickness and red
cell concentration changes on incorporating the transverse magnetic field. We will determine the critical value of the yield stress at which
the flow rate behavior changes from one type to another. Faculty sponsor: Javed Siddique | Presentation time 6:27 p.m., Flex Theatre
O13
Thomas Wert
Re-envisioning Johnston Square
University Park
The community of Johnston Square is one of many in Baltimore suffering the effects of a shrinking city. With much of the neighborhood
abandoned or in disrepair, local residents are pushing for a revitalization and looking for better ways to use these city spaces. This project
describes one possible design solution to some of these issues and, more importantly, the geo-design process used to judge the appropriateness of the program and location. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer | Presentation time 6:45 p.m., Flex Theatre
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P01
Rachel Fleischer
Movements from Poema del Pastor Coya by Angel Lasala
University Park
In 1942, Argentine composer Angel Lasala wrote Poema del Pastor Coya. “Pastor Coya” is a shepherd among the indigenous people in
northern Argentina. The first movement depicts the shepherd’s lifestyle. The second movement emulates a traditional Andean wooden
flute. The final movement is a celebration—melodies and rhythms heard at dances the shepherds used to attend. In 2017, I traveled to the
northern Provinces of Jujuy and Salta and studied the melodies in this piece. Faculty sponsor: Naomi Seidman | Performance time 6:03
p.m., Flex Theatre
P02
Gage Kroljic
In The Fire of Conflict - Christos Hatzis
University Park
Conveyed through the medium of marimba and rap, this piece addresses the concern of increasing gun violence. A word from the composer, the piece is also colored by “organized conflicts, such as war, or spontaneous eruption, exacerbated no doubt by food shortages,
global warming and demographic explosion.” The story being told through this work is not from the vantage point of spiritual certainty,
but from the darkness of someones struggle to stay afloat in hopelessness. Faculty sponsor: Daniel Armstrong | Performance time 6:11
p.m., Flex Theatre
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Title
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456
Andrew Ahr 		
Design Diplomacy in Antarctica: An International
University Park
		
Research Station			
Scientific collaboration on Antarctica is scarce. Only 2 of 110 research stations there are joint-operated. In 1991, The United Nations asked
countries to increase collaboration to reduce the number of stations. However, unresolved situations of territorial sovereignty and consequential jurisdiction have caused delay. Yet, some countries invested in Antarctica have managed to collaborate on an International Space
Station. Because joint stations are possible in space, it raises this question: “Why not also in Antarctica? Faculty sponsor: Pep Aviles
140
Makaela Bigley
Cahal Pech: Recreating Ruins with Structure from
University Park
		
Motion Mapping			
Through the use of 3D modeling, structure from motion mapping, and virtual reality, the ChoroPhronesis lab is making archeological sites
available to the classroom. Cahal Pech, a Mayan ruin in Belize, is the test site for using structure from motion mapping to create models of
the ruins that can be placed into a virtual reality platform and be used as an educational tool. Faculty sponsor: Alexander
Klippel
457
P Toddossa Coleman
Influence of familial ancestry on self-reported
University Park
		
“color” in Brazil
Brazil has a rich and diverse history of admixture. It has been suggested that how individuals report “color” in Brazil is influenced by both
known familial ancestry and phenotype. We examined demographic questionnaires, genomic ancestry, and pigmentation phenotypes from
research participants (N=309) recruited in Brasilia, Brazil and found that both phenotype and parental ancestry likely influence how our
study subjects chose to self-report “color”. Our study supports the complex nature of “color” in Brazil. Faculty sponsor:
Laurel Pearson
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Alan Aloian		
The Effects of Surface Water Properties on the Concentration
University Park
Carlos Curay
of Chlorophyll-a in the Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean Sea
Sean Olmsted		
		
Puerto Rico is surrounded by different bodies of water which makes it a unique place to evaluate correlations between different variables
and how they may affect the overall environment. During a week-long cruise on board the SSV Corwith Cramer, we recorded physical
properties of the water from different locations around San Juan. Our data showed that chlorophyll-a levels changed depending on temperature, salinity, transmissivity, CDOM, current, and time of day. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina
458
Heather Bair
Reducing Phosphorous Loading in Lake Erie by
University Park
		
Identifying Land Areas Suitable for Wetland Construction			
Harmful algal bloom frequency in Lake Erie has increased over the past decade because of excess phosphorus loading. The primary
source of phosphorus comes from runoff from agricultural, residential, and urban areas. One effective method to reduce phosphorus is
constructed wetlands. The goal of this project is to identify areas in Erie County that would be suitable for wetland construction in order to
reduce the amount of phosphorous loading from Erie County by 40 percent. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer
118

Andrew Bayne
Positive correlation between dissolved oxygen and
University Park
Corey Larson
chlorophyll-a at depth in the North Atlantic and Caribbean Sea
Dissolved oxygen is an integral part of marine life used by all organisms for respiration. Water samples from the N. Atlantic and Caribbean were collected using a hydrocast during a SEA oceanographic cruise measuring dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll-a concentrations.
Chlorophyll maximums correlated with increasing DO concentrations. Primary production was greatest at a depth similar in all locations.
The connection between dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll-a helps determine the location of production in the ocean. Faculty sponsor:
Monica Medina
294
Jennifer Bocchicchia
The Effects of the United States Drilling for Oil in the
World Campus
		
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge				
My goal with this presentation is to educate about drilling for oil in the ANWR. I will discuss the background of the ANWR, types of drilling being used or that could be used, potential impacts economically and environmentally, and challenges of drilling. I then will conclude
with where I believe all of this information leads in terms of if drilling should happen or not. Faculty sponsor: Karen Jensen
454
Matthew Bowes
Los Angeles County Solar Desalination Project
University Park
Los Angeles County has been faced with a clean drinking water problem for many years now. It all stems from the fact that groundwater
wells have been contaminated for years on end at high levels without any reparations. Constant droughts throughout California only exaggerate the issue. With Los Angeles County being home to millions of people, this obviously becomes an important issue and alternative
solutions need to be explored, such as solar desalination of seawater. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer
133

Casey Carr		
Coral Reef Preservation in the United States and Cuba:
University Park
Orli Glickman
Solidarity versus Alliance
Field Education and experiences during the 2017 Penn State CHANCE program in Cuba prompted the following research to be conducted in an attempt to answer: What efforts exist in the U. S. to protect and preserve coral reef ecosystems? Are there collaborations between
the U.S. and Cuba?  Comparative analysis of conservation policies and practices between these two countries was used to answer these
questions and to develop recommendations to enhance coral reef conservation in Cuba. Faculty sponsor: Jacqueline McLaughlin
487
Shah Chowdhury
Flood Management: Identifying Flood Vulnerable
University Park
		
Communities in Dhaka, Bangladesh			
The project will identify flood vulnerable communities in Dhaka, Bangladesh by using data from various research sources as well as
identify major water reservoir locations in the city. The information will be utilized to design a flood management system which will divert
flood away from vulnerable communities towards water reservoirs in order to be used for public water supplies for city dwellers. Faculty
sponsor: Stephen Mainzer
504

Rachel Crowley
DowDuPont Corian Quartz Process Improvement Project
University Park
Rachel Gaddis
Christi Geisler
Rachel Gimuriman
Ryan Metz		
In this project, the team developed specific and actionable recommendations to substantively improve the distribution and material handling processes of Corian Quartz material as it moves from manufacturing sites in Canada and China through North American distribution
centers and ultimately through delivery to local fabricators. Corian Quartz is an engineered stone product that is manufactured and shipped
in sheets of up to 52 sf weighing in excess of 750 lbs. each. Faculty sponsor: David Lenze
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Erifili Draklelis
Developing Effective Policies for Conserving Mangrove
University Park
Tianna Fredericks
Forests in Cuba
Mangroves are tropical trees that provide numerous economical and terrestrial advantages, such as protection from coastal erosion and
pollution removal. Cuba is home to the third highest concentration of mangroves, but anthropogenic sources serve as the largest threat to
their development. Based on reviews of primary literature and policy, and key informant interviews with Cuban marine experts, we recommend developing new policies concerning mangrove reforestation while improving upon current policies with efficient changes. Faculty
sponsor: Jacqueline McLaughlin
116

Edley Edwards
Velocity and Direction of Ocean Currents at Various
University Park
Tyler Harpster
Depths Through the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea			
An Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler was used to determine velocity and direction of ocean currents, which play an important role in the
distribution of ocean heat/particles and navigation, as well as diel vertical migration of plankton in the water column. We found a western
current traveling through the S. Atlantic ocean as well as in the N. Caribbean Sea. We found evidence of diel vertical migration down to a
depth of 600 meters. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina
505

Samantha Evans
SAFE-T Center Strategic Business Plan
University Park
John George
Hailey Kaunert
Elizabeth Ruta
Erika Veiszlemein		
In this project, the team developed a comprehensive strategy/business plan for the launch and sustainable operation of the SAFE-T Center
as the preferred provider of telemedicine support for Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners in rural hospitals across the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. The SAFE-T Center is currently working with four rural hospitals as part of a funded trial. Faculty sponsor: David Lenze
483
Cristina Frass
Tackling Flooding Issues in Houston
University Park
Floods are becoming increasingly common and severe in Harris County, Texas, as there is less permeable land cover in the Houston metropolitan area to absorb flooding impacts. This project identifies areas where reinstating native wetlands in Harris County would be feasible
in order to partially absorb flooding. Through a suitability analysis, the project located areas of prime wetland implementation. Subsequently, it presents scenario maps that test wetland absorption performance during a 500-year storm event. Faculty sponsor: Stephen
Mainzer
470
Miranda Fuchs
The Effect of Anthropogenic Noise on Winter Foraging Birds
University Park
Noise disturbance produced by natural gas compressors are known to alter the acoustic environment, but the consequences posed on avian
foraging behavior are not understood. To observe these effects, six feeders were randomly placed within Penn State’s Ag Progress Days.
Half of the feeders were subjected to a disturbance playback, and foraging behaviors were recorded for 18 hours. As a result of noise pollution, the composition of foraging species visiting the feeders was altered. Faculty sponsor: Julian Avery
503

Michael Genus
Bone Foam Hybrid Composite Go to Market Strategy
University Park
Andrew Gordon
Garrett Leibel
Shreyas Radhakrishna
Sarah Weigand		
In this project the team researched potential markets and subsequently develop recommendations for commercialization of a novel material
to be used in bone augments and grafts. This material, referred to as Bone Foam, is bio-compatible with human tissue and is both osteogenic and absorbable. Markets explored included various international markets along with veterinary care applications. Faculty sponsor:
David Lenze
103

Jackie Hensler
Diel Vertical Migration and Zooplankton Density in the
University Park
Leslie Johnson
Atlantic and Carribean		
Zooplankton form the foundation of the ocean’s biosphere as important prey for secondary consumers. To assess the density of zooplankton populations, Neuston net tows were deployed throughout the S.Atlantic and N.Caribbean. A higher density of zooplankton was recorded during night tows as opposed to day tows, supporting the theory that zooplankton undergo DVM as a survival strategy, opening the door
to future research concerning the effects of factors such as moon phase on migration patterns. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina
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Emma Herb		
Deep Water Profiles of the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea
University Park
Alexa Hughes
Daniel Winstead
Oceanographic conditions such as light and salinity can have an effect on both biotic and abiotic components of an ocean environment.
Physical oceanographic data were gathered from water sampled from various depths in the South Atlantic Ocean and Northern Caribbean
Sea. Light attenuation, transmissivity, temperature, salinity, density and fluorescence were analyzed to create deep water profiles. Our data
suggested that physical characteristics change at various depths in conjoining bodies of ocean water. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina
112

Kasey Jones		
Effects of Global Warming on Our Waters: A Look at pH and
University Park
Laura Velazquez Bello Phosphate Levels to Understand Challenges for Future
		
Marine Ecosystems
Understanding current oceanographic conditions is important for making informative decisions about ocean policy. Research was done to
measure pH levels and phosphate concentrations in the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea. When compared to previous data, our results
show pH levels become more acidic as depth increases while phosphate concentrations increase as depth increases.These trends, in comparison to previous data, may have an impact in understanding biological changes in ocean waters. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina
406
William Lieb
Investigating Enhanced Cognitive Performance
University Park
		
in Migratory Birds			
Behavioral research is commonly conducted using mice and rats, however, avian species possess unique adaptations and characteristics. We are interested in the resiliency to sleep deprivation exhibited by migratory birds. It has been shown that Zonotrichia leucophrys can perform cognitive tasks well despite restricted sleep. Here, I explore the efficacy of utilizing Zonotrichia albicollis for discovering cognitive protections against sleep restriction. Faculty sponsor: Paul Bartell
219
Melissa Mercado
Bacillus strains used as a Biological Control for Trichoderma
University Park
		
aggressivum aggressivum			
Trichoderma aggressivum aggressivum (Ta2), the causal agent of green mold, inhibits mycelium growth of the Agarcius bisporus mushroom which leads to severe or complete crop loss. Bacillus spp. have been known to show a strong inhibition to Ta2. Bacillus spp., isolated
from compost, were screened for inhibition against Ta2. Transposon mutagenesis was performed on Bacillus strains to identify the genes
responsible for the inhibition of Ta2. Faculty sponsor: John Pecchia
217
Kurtis Miller		
The Effects of NGOs and Corporate Influence on
University Park
		
International Development – A Comparative Literature Review			
International development focuses on improving livelihoods across the globe. This development goal is met through economic stimulation,
health and nutrition improvement, and gender equity among other criteria. There are many entities, which fall into three categories, influencing the realm of international development. Those categories are: governmental, NGO, or industry. The effects of NGOs and industry
activity will be analyzed as a literature review and a conclusion about the merits of each will be discussed. Faculty sponsor:
Noel Habashy
476
Linh Nguyen		
Solar Energy for a Sustainable Future in Ohio
University Park
The purpose of this study is to determine the optimal location to install a solar farm to mitigate emerging impacts and risks associated with
the shutdown of coal fired power plants in Ohio. Three steps will be taken to arrive at the final result: 1) Site Suitability Analysis, 2) Financial Analysis, 3) Impact Assessment. The results indicate the optimal location would be at Winchester, OH based on geographic and capital
budgeting method. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer
499

Hima Patel		
Detection of Cyberbullying Instances in Online
Hazleton
Cinah Pourhamidi
Social Networks
Vance Wright
Cyberbullying is defined as the harassment or intimidation of others over an internet related medium. It is a major cyber-issue that in
extreme cases may result in depression and suicide in young adults. Our goal is to detect cyberbullying instances and prevent them from
being published. In this research project, we introduce a data-driven approach that uses the real-life data from Twitter to identify major
characteristics of cyberbullying contents on social media using linguistic analysis. Faculty sponsor: Nargess Tahmasbi
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205
Olivia Richart
Boots on the Ground: Examining the Effects of Militarized
University Park
		
Agricultural Aid on Rural Afghanistan
The purpose of this research is to examine the effectiveness of Agricultural Development Teams through an analysis of their impact on
social, economic, and infrastructural dynamics in rural Afghanistan. The facets which are explored include outreach methods, funding
sources, troop readiness, and interdisciplinary approaches. Through this, I hope to discover and highlight the ultimate effectiveness of
militarized agricultural aid provided by the United States Army and Air Force. Faculty sponsor: Noel Habashy
404

Kayla Stauffer
Impact of Lethal Yellowing Disease on Coconut
University Park
Katelyn Zembrzycski
Production in the Carribean Region			
Coconut serves as a major source of income for rural families in the Caribbean Regions.The impact of lethal yellowing disease is causing not only a decrease in coconut production but also an increase in price. Factors include social, environmental and economic impacts.
Authors: Xavier Fangeyer, Kayla Stauffer, and Katelyn Zembrzycski. Faculty sponsor: Noel Habashy
100
Sravya Valiveti
From Deforestation to Emerging Infectious Diseases:
University Park
		
Tropical Medicine in Costa Rica		
How does deforestation lead to rapid disease transmission within species? The relationship between deforestation and the spread of
pathogenic infectious diseases endemic in Costa Rica region will be investigated. Trends in deforestation, climate change, and diseases in
the past few decades and epidemiological data will be presented. Impacts of tropical diseases on socioeconomic status, healthcare costs &
community health outcomes will be discussed. A correlation between conservation of forests and health benefits (host resistance, pathogenicity) will be established. Faculty sponsor: Celeste Newcomb
474
Alexa Wilhelm
Strengthening The Student Farm at Penn State:
University Park
		
Member Perspectives				
The goal of this project, funded by an undergraduate research grant from the College of Agriculture, is to better understand the needs and
wants of existing Student Farm at Penn State CSA members in order to ultimately create a more successful experience for both producer
and consumer. Data was directly from members concerning satisfaction, demographics, capacity to utilize their share of produce, and other
aspects during the 2017 CSA season. Faculty sponsor: Leslie Pillen
446
Amanda Yaya
Privatization of Indecency Standards in the United States
University Park
My research will examine the historical development of “indecency” in America as it was defined by corporate interests. Before World War
II, tests for normalcy were created to segregate able-bodied workers from the disabled. Massumi and Žižek claim that neoliberal capitalism
continues to promote regression towards the mean by absorbing dissident ideas and repackaging them for mass consumption. This is an
interesting theory worth exploring within a subset of normalcy: cultural standards of decency. Faculty sponsor: Sean Weidman

170
Edie Ye		
Psychodynamic Therapy vs CBT for Adults with Major
University Park
		
Depressive Disorder		
This research proposal is designed to determine the efficacy of CBT and psychodynamic therapy for adults with MDD. The number of depressive symptoms will be measured using the BDI. After a screening period, 240 participants will be randomly assigned to four treatment
groups. The treatment groups are CBT and medication, CBT only, psychodynamic therapy and medication, and psychodynamic therapy
only. All participants will attend psychotherapy once a week for 20 weeks. Faculty sponsor: Nicholas Pearson
482
Andrew Yoder
Locating Remediation Sites for Pennsylvania’s
University Park
		
Low-Level Nuclear Waste			
Low-level nuclear waste (LLNW) is currently disposed of using unsustainable concrete bunkers. A new, innovative proposal for remediating LLNW uses Vetiver grass, which absorbs the radionuclides from substrate. Using buffering zones and environmental justice considerations, 17 sites across Pennsylvania have been found to be desirable sites for such an operation. Led by higher institutions, this program
would be able to manage Pennsylvania’s LLNW in a sustainable manner. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer
432
Zhenyuan Yuan
Handwritten Digit Multi-class Classification using
University Park
		
SVM and LDA				
This project presents investigation and results of multi-class classification using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Support Vector
Machines (SVM). Furthermore, by using different derivatives of LDA and SVM and different classification approaches, we obtain confusion matrices that describe the performances of each technique. Finally, a table summarizing the classification accuracy of each technique shows that SVM with Gaussian kernel, after PCA projection, using OVA classification method, achieves the highest classification accuracy. Faculty sponsor: Bharath Sriperumbudur
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Zhiyu Zhao		
Computer Generating and Studying Objects
University Park
		
Involving Randomness to Assist or Temporarily
		
Replace Rigorous Analysis		
Percolation theory is related to the behavior of connected positions in systems, and can be applied into many fields including materials
science, statistics, and electric conductivity. Engineers intentionally dope semiconductors with impurity material to change the semiconductors’ band gap and thus change the properties of the semiconductors. Introducing impurities to semiconductor periodically can produce
different properties from introducing impurities randomly. Mathematical modeling can provide information on potential properties, or
patterns of distributions of those defects. Faculty sponsor: Dmitri Burago
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Ahmed Abdou
Image reconstruction of a reflecting object within the
University Park
Cindy Reed		
human skull by employing Ultrasound Tomography
Simulating Image reconstruction of Ultrasound Tomography (UT) is necessary in optimizing clinical imaging. UT is cheaper and more
efficient than other mature imaging modalities such as MRI and CT. Through simulation, an image of a static object behind a human skull
is constructed by replicating the behavior of 128 transmit/receive transducers. By doing so it can be shown that an object can be reconstructed clearly from up to 15 cm away. Faculty sponsor: Mohamed Almekkawy
292
Aditya Akole		
Understanding Marine Particle Breakup Using Lab
University Park
		
and Field Data			
The rate of settlement of marine flocs depends on their size as they get affected by the drag force of water. Changes in the formation of
flocs and their breakup into particulate matter affects a lot of factors like sunlight penetration, availability of organic particles for zooplankton grazing, etc. The goal of this project is to develop a model that describes the strength of flocs by evaluating experimental data and
developing plot trends using Python. Faculty sponsor: Matthew Rau
466
Logan Althoff
Fabrication and Design Iteration of Origami-Inspired
University Park
		
Magnetoactive Elastomer Composites		
This work focused on using a mixture of barium-ferrite particles in elastomer, forming magnetoactive elastomer patches. Patches fold an
elastomer base using magnetic torque actuation to create active origami structures. Origami and kirigami boxes were tested with variable
geometries and patch compositions. Findings conclude that base thicknesses above 0.5 mm have a strongly negative influence on fold
angles. Consequently, notched fold lines to reduce local thickness allow for near-ideal actuation of complex geometries. Faculty sponsor:
Paris von Lockette
259
Thomas Blanda
Assessing the Chemo-Mechanical Properties of
University Park
		
Cytoplasmic Dynein through In Vitro Assays		
Molecular motors are implicated in a myriad of transport phenomena crucial to the cell’s maintenance of vesicle translocation and cell
division. A fortified understanding of the underlying mechanisms that drive these motors to bind microtubules and traverse along them can
provide insight into neurological diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. The primary objective of this study was to determine chemical
and mechanical parameters of cytoplasmic dynein (DDB) using motility assays with mixed molecular motors. Faculty sponsor: William
Hancock
422
Catherine Blankemeyer Identification of Activated Platelets in Bovine Blood
University Park
		
Using P-Selectin Targeted Antibodies and Flow Cytometry
The implantation of cardiovascular technologies often leads to an increase in platelet activation as a result of non-biological geometries
and high shear stresses, which can lead to thrombosis and clotting. Platelet activation levels can be quantified using flow cytometry by
staining activated platelets with fluorophore-conjugated P-Selectin protein specific antibodies. This characterization of platelet activation is
crucial in experimentally verifying predictions of platelet agitation that are made using computational fluid dynamics models of cardiovascular devices. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
480

Brian Brazon		
A Study of Flow Conditions in The Penn State Pediatric
University Park
Brady Houtz		
Total Artificial Heart
The total artificial heart (TAH) is a pump used to replace both ventricles of the heart when they can no longer provide enough cardiac output. The left and right pumps of the TAH were modeled in acrylic to study the hemodynamics using particle image velocimetry. In addition
to developing models for the ventricular pumps, preliminary waveforms for the right side were obtained to match physiological conditions
and compared to literature. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
417
Joseph Calibeo
Study of Key Noise Characteristics for a Personal
University Park
		
Flight Vehicle			
In order to evaluate noise, single and coaxial rotor configurations were created with a variety of parameters such as number of blades, lift
coefficient, blade length, and tip speed. Acoustic pressure and noise for each rotor configuration were then calculated using the noise prediction code PSU-WOPWOP. The results of this parametric noise study were used to make a first-order estimate of the impact these design
factors have on quiet flight for the proposed vehicles. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Brentner
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202
Ashley Castell
Advanced Turbine Measurement System Design for
University Park
		
Rotating Instrumentation		
The START Laboratory is a research facility housing a test turbine engine where advanced heat flux sensors need to be implemented to
gather more test data and continue experiments. In order to implement these sensors into the continuous-duration turbine, unique methods such as the use of slip rings and custom designed couplings will be used to allow these parts to function within the constraints of the
turbine. Faculty sponsor: Reid Berdanier
212
Lindsey Cicchino
Low Temperature Plasma Treatment of Bacteria to
University Park
		
Combat Infective Endocarditis		
Endocarditis is a bacterial infection that has a high mortality rate because the molecules of antibiotics are too large to penetrate the biofilm
of the bacteria. Low temperature plasma (LTP), currently used to sterilize medical equipment, will be created by running 30,000V through
two electrodes over a 20 nanosecond time span in either water, saline, fetal bovine serum, and eventually human blood. Faculty sponsor:
Sean Knecht
215
Phillip Clauer
Development and Optimization of a Cell Free Terminator
University Park
		
Assay for Viral RNA Polymerases		
Riboswitches can detect small molecules and serve as sensitive biological diagnostics. However, engineering riboswitches for use in diagnostic applications requires the design of genetic terminators compatible with viral polymerases. We report on an in vitro assay using
cell-free protein synthesis lysates capable of quantifying termination efficiency to screen terminator candidates. We also demonstrate our
assay measurements were consistent with in vivo results and that in vitro conditions can be optimized to dramatically increase terminator
efficiency. Faculty sponsor: Julius Lucks

188
Sean Clees		
Vortex Core Dynamics in a Swirling Jet Near
University Park
		
Vortex Breakdown		
The dynamics of a swirling jet are investigated at swirl numbers in the range of the critical swirl number for vortex breakdown (VB).
VB, a bifurcation in the structure of a swirling jet, results in a recirculation region forming along the centerline of the jet. Investigation
of time-averaged velocity measurements leads to the identification of three flow regimes. Velocity fields in these regimes are analyzed to
characterize jet dynamics and identify a precessing vortex core. Faculty sponsor: Jacqueline O’Connor
403
Philip Crompton
Experimental Platform Simulating the Mechanical
University Park
		
Effects of Diaphragmatic Motion on Inferior Vena Cava Collapse
Inferior vena cava (IVC) filter performance and failure is greatly influenced by IVC hemodynamics, but few studies to date have taken into
account the compressive effects of diaphragmatic motion on IVC collapse in the filter region. This work seeks to develop an experimental
platform that can reproduce the in vivo deformation of the IVC caused by dynamic diaphragmatic compression under multiple physiological conditions. This model will be validated using a computational model of the IVC. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
279

Arthur Cruz
Earth-Pluto Interplanetary Trajectory Design and Orbital
University Park
Sung Kim		
Analysis on the Pluto-Charon System
This project introduces the method of designing an interplanetary mission to Pluto and exhibits the near-future mission design. It determines the possible launch dates and the corresponding arrival dates to reach Pluto with the gravity assist at Jupiter. Also, it analyzes the orbit at Pluto-Charon system where Charon, one of the moons around Pluto, perturbs the spacecraft’s trajectory by its gravitational potential.
Faculty sponsor: Puneet Singla

489
Matthew Curry
Development of a Failing Fontan Mock Circulatory
University Park
		
Flow Loop		
The goal of this project is to aid in the development of an implantable pump for patients with a failing Fontan circulation. A mock flow
loop to test the pump in is critical in order to accurately determine the pumps impact on patient hemodynamics and its optimized operating
conditions. Therefore, this study will incorporate a 3D printed patient specific Fontan geometry into a flow loop that mimics physiological
pressures/flows of a failing Fontan patient. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
500
Brandon Davis
Treatment of VEGF Overexpression via DNA
University Park
		
Aptamer-Encapsulated Polymer Microneedle Arrays		
Protein overexpression can lead to dramatic imbalances in the fragile physiological environment. In order to provide effective treatment,
it is crucial to identify protein blockers and develop novel delivery methods. DNA aptamers are an emerging class of protein blockers
capable of rivaling traditional antibodies. Aptamers can inhibit the bioactivity of the proteins by blocking binding sites or sequestering free
protein. This research aims to demonstrate that aptamer-functionalized microneedles possess inhibitory effects on a model protein. Faculty
sponsor: Yong Wang
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Oscar De Lima
Investigation of the variability of the duration and altitude
University Park
		
of non-specular meteor trail echoes		
We still do not fully understand how meteoroid and atmosphere properties affect the evolution of meteor trails. A statistical analysis related
to the duration, range difference and average range of the meteoroid would enable the calibration of the existing Non-Specular Meteor
Echo Simulator (NSMES). In order to do the analysis, algorithms to detect the meteors, remove their noise and estimate the measurements
had to be done. Faculty sponsor: Julio Urbina
426
Christina Debarberie
Hydrogen Sulfide Detection in Incubators
Brandywine
The average successful hatch rate of eggs in an in-home incubator is 70%. The eggs that fail to hatch pose a threat to the whole clutch due
to hydrogen sulfide build up. Vigilant inspection for failed eggs is a time-consuming task that must be done throughout the incubation period. Using an embedded control system with a gas sensor to monitor the air inside the incubator and alert the user will solve that problem.
Faculty sponsor: Sally Richmond
415

Thomas Donnelly
Development of an Acute Ischemic Stroke Hemodynamic
University Park
Maximillian Moran
Flow Model
According to the CDC, approximately 122,000 Americans die each year due to lodged thromboemboli that are unable to be cleared following acute ischemic stroke.  Despite this, there is a lack of research on what thromboemboli properties affect the success of re-canalization
and patient outcomes. An ex vivo circulatory loop, incorporating an excised bovine artery and a programmable centrifugal pump, will
be developed to simulate physiological cerebral flow conditions and investigate thromboemboli lodging and adhesion. Faculty sponsor:
Keefe Manning

221
John Drury		
Evolutionary Computation Applied to a Spacecraft
University Park
		
Orbital Maneuver		
Evolutionary computation (EC) is an alternate form of technical problem-solving that uses biologically-inspired algorithms to predict optimized solutions. In aerospace engineering, minimizing the amount of fuel needed to reach a certain orbit is very important so the weight of
a rocket can be reduced. By comparing the solution produced using the EC algorithms to the known solution of an orbit transfer problem,
the algorithms can be refined for accuracy and applied to other spacecraft maneuvers. Faculty sponsor: Brad Sottile
298
Daniel Duran Esmeral Seismic Performance of Liquefiable Coal Slurry
University Park
		
Impoundments using Large-Scale Shake Table Testing		
The United States has over 200 coal slurry impoundments classified as having a high hazard for human life, economy, and catastrophe.
This research’s objective is to use a shake table to liquefy soil (wet coal) in order to find a relationship between its geotechnical properties
and its behavior during seismic events, where it experiences both static and dynamic loadings. If proven to be effective, state agencies and
industries might prevent future catastrophes with these dams. Faculty sponsor: Ming Xiao
280
Felix Estevez Hilario
The Food, Energy, and Water Nexus
University Park
The food, energy, and water nexus is the interconnection between our primary but limited resources. This research seeks to further develop
the knowledge between their interconnections along with the limitations which confine them from being. The results of this research will
support the determination of embedded resources or virtual flows associated with commodities, the estimation of water footprint values,
and the representation and analysis of embedded resource networks. Faculty sponsor: Cindy Reed
196
Emmeline Evans
The Effectiveness of Extracurricular Programs in
University Park
		
Determining Choice of Academic Major for Young Women
Extracurricular STEM programs for girls in middle and high school are rapidly gaining visibility and popularity. However, research into
how effective these programs are in encouraging girls to enter STEM fields is limited to the programs’ own internal reports. Through
surveys and interviews of Penn State undergraduates who participated in these programs, I seek to determine how effective they are at
encouraging girls to pursue STEM degrees as undergraduates and how they could be improved. Faculty sponsor: Christopher McComb
293
Kenechukwu Ezenduka Dynamics of spherical bubbles rising in an inactive fluid
University Park
Bubbles rising in water enlists an everyday example of the nonlinear path that corresponds with the motion of a body engulfed in a fluid.
These such paths and their associated velocities is extremely important to science and engineering. This research project, equipped with
modern advanced computational methods as well as state of the art facilities aims to model the peculiar behavior of the non-linear motion
of bubbles in fluid. Faculty sponsor: Rui Ni
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261
Hannah Feldstein
Passive Actuation of Elastic Slippery Rough Surfaces for
University Park
		
Fog Harvesting		
Fog harvesting relies on a material’s ability to quickly repel water droplets off its surface. Elastic slippery rough surfaces, consisting of
PDMS lubricant-covered micropillars, exhibit passive actuation under fog harvesting conditions, resulting in more efficient water collection. In addition, a series of surface characterization tests were performed on these elastic slippery rough surfaces to gain a better understanding of how micropillar elasticity influences mobile Wenzel state droplets. Faculty sponsor: Tak-Sing Wong
290
Michael Gill		
Investigation of the Glass Transition Phase of the
University Park
		
Conjugated Polymer PPDTBT by Incorporation of T6BT v
		
ia Random Copolymerization		
The utility of conjugated polymers stem from wide uses in organic photovoltaics, organic field-effect transistors, and organic light emitting
diodes. While these polymers have typically been studied for their electronic properties, their glass transition and Tg values have not been
studied extensively. Therefore, three polymers were synthesized via suzuki polycondensation under varying T6BT concentrations and had
their glass transitions characterized using Differential Scanning Calorimetry. This quantified the effects of random copolymerization on the
Tg value. Faculty sponsor: Enrique Gomez
144
Chujie Gong		
3D Full-Field Mechanical Measurement of Shoulder Bones
University Park
		
Before and After Implant Placement		
This work presents the results of a noninvasive three-dimensional (3D) full-field mechanical measurement of shoulder bones under different loading conditions. Micro X-ray Computed Tomography (µ-XCT) of the specimen is taken under no-load and loaded conditions.
Then a glenoid implant is cemented into the specimen by a shoulder surgeon. µ-XCT of implant-bone structure is taken under no-load and
loaded conditions.The deformation and strain in bone with or without implant under various loading conditions are compared. Faculty
sponsor: Jing Du
225
Taylor Guelich
The evaluation of using low-cost particle sensors in
University Park
		
residential microenvironments		
Airborne particulate matter (PM 10 and PM 2.5) has been recognized as one of the leading causes to an increase in adverse biological
reactions including asthma. This project evaluates the use of Alphasense OPC-N2 low-cost particle sensor to identify PM 10 and PM 2.5
exposure levels to occupants in residential building microenvironments. Four activities are evaluated at steady state and when a change is
introduced to monitor the indoor air quality. Faculty sponsor: Donghyun Rim

296
Katherine Heininger
Predicting Creative Ideas Using Individual Differences
University Park
		
in Cognitive Style		
Few studies have examined how individual traits affect problem-solving behaviors in engineering design settings. Our study examined the
Preferences for Creativity Scale (PCS) and Kirton’s Adaption-Innovation inventory (KAI), and compared it to creativity of the ideas generated and selected. Results show PCS predicted participants’ propensity for creative concept selection. Specifically, team centrality and
influence and risk tolerance significantly contributed. KAI predicted generation of creative and original ideas, and propensity for quality
concept selection. Faculty sponsor: Scarlett Miller

273
Maria Hudock
Characterization of Pelodiscus sinensis Collagen
University Park
		
as an Active Biomaterial		
Donor organs can’t meet demand, but tissue-engineered alternatives are not yet feasible to treat some of the worst chronic diseases or
traumatic situations. Thus, there is a need for developing new biomaterials that will make cost-effective, non-immunogenic, and prolific
tissue-engineered constructs a possibility. Pelodiscus sinensis collagen could be one such material but has not been characterized in this
context. Here, we examine antioxidant activity of and cellular response to this novel collagen. Faculty sponsor: Jian Yang
224
Mahima Kania
Photoacoustic Tomography Pat
University Park
We strive to find the ultimate lowest concentration of absorber that can be imaged at any given depth. We came up with different kinds of
tissue phantom recipes that can mimic human breast tissue in the best manner. The tissue phantoms are made of varied densities to help
perform tomography on the densest and thickest human breast tissues. Diagnosing a cancer at its early stages of development can decrease
the mortality rate significantly. Faculty sponsor: Sean Knecht
283
Alexandra Kotrick
Biodegragation of SRT Protiens
University Park
Polymeric proteins, such as squid ring teeth (SRT) proteins, hold great promise for industrial usage due to their thermal abilities and broad
range of solutions. Evidence in recent studies have shown SRT proteins hold great promise in the production of slowly digested medical
meshes. In order to evaluate the time frame in which a mesh will breakdown within a body, research was conducted to evaluate the speed
at which trypsin could breakdown the SRT proteins. Faculty sponsor: Melik Demirel
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247
Alexander Kramer
Analog Circuit Modeling of Gene-Protein Networks
University Park
Electrical engineering principles enable synthetic biologists to design genetic circuits that perform complex computations and bio-sensing.
Developing analog electronic models of gene-protein networks allows synthetic biologists to design genetic circuits that consume less
space and power when compared to genetic circuits resembling digital logic elements. I investigated the mathematical foundations of the
analog electronic circuit representations of genetic circuits for a tool that generates electrical parameters when given data from a specific
genetic circuit. Faculty sponsor: Swaroop Ghosh
272
Stanley Kwok
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) for CMOS Gas Sensor
University Park
		
Chip Connector Enlargement		
Gas sensors are an important tool in detecting potential deadly gases that we can’t see or smell. One type of gas sensor uses metal semiconductors. A technique has been developed at Penn State to synthesize nanowires to create a more accurate gas sensor. The nanowires go
onto a chip that is too small to physically work on. In my work, I design and develop a printed circuit board that enlarges these connections. Faculty sponsor: Oren Gall

299
Joshua Langer
Topological optimization of cooling fins through
University Park
		
the use of an evolutionary algorithm for use in additive
		manufacturing		
The advent of additive manufacturing has allowed for the creation of novel cooling fin geometries. Thus, a topological optimizer for cooling applications is necessitated. However, due to the complexities of fluid dynamics this has not been previously possible with traditional
gradient based approaches. By using an evolutionary algorithm a simple and robust topological optimizer has been developed. The optimizer has developed several new cooling fin designs, that outperform traditional shapes. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Lynch
193
Matthew Lingle
A Review of the Techniques for the Application of
DuBois
		
Filler Metal in the Sinter-Brazing Process		
The most common type of filler metal that is used in the sinter-brazing process is a 40% Copper/40% Nickle material. Filler metal pellets,
paste, and paint are all tested in this experiment. The application techniques will be reviewed using an iron based material that is molded to
a 7.0 g/cc density and sintered in a Carbon Monoxide containing atmosphere. The test specimens will be tensile tested lap joints. Faculty
sponsor: Daudi Waryoba
176
Sen Lu		
Coupling OpenFOAM with external solver
University Park
OpenFOAM is a powerful open source toolbox software for solving computational fluid dynamics (CFD) problems. While it is powerful
enough to excel in the field, running OpenFOAM solver with other physical engines can drastically increase its audience who is interested
in game engine, simulation models, etc. We explored two ways of coupling a general program with OpenFOAM using Message Passing
Interface (MPI) and evaluated their effectiveness and usability. Faculty sponsor: Xiaofeng Liu
266
Michael Maslakowski
Ultrasound Computed Tomography and Its Applications
University Park
		
in the Imaging of Breast Tissue		
Ultrasound Computed Tomography (UCT) provides a cheaper alternative to mammograms with zero-radiological exposure. UCT currently
has faced two major problems in the past–poor image processing algorithms and extremely long computation times. In this research a preliminary device was developed to image a single 2D slice of a breast phantom. As the system will be developed it will be given capability
to take layered images to render an entire tomographic view of analyzed tissue. Faculty sponsor: Mohamed Almekkawy

414
Clare Mchugh
Surface Characterization of Implantable Long-Term
University Park
		
Use Fontan Pump Materials		
The goal of this project is to aid in the development of an implantable pump for patients with a failing Fontan circulation. These patients
are increasingly surviving to adulthood and therefore require sustained support. Many blood contacting components of this pump are manufactured from poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK), for which biocompatibility has not been thoroughly characterized. This study will analyze
surface characteristics of PEEK and compare them to previously characterized pump materials to analyze thrombosis potential. Faculty
sponsor: Keefe Manning
220
Aaron Meier		
Studying Driving Styles of Autonomous Vehicles
University Park
Autonomous vehicle systems have been a topic of interest, as they can reduce vehicular injuries and fatalities. The driving style of the
autonomous vehicle and the driver needs to be taken into account when designing such a system. This experiment explores how different
driving styles (aggressive vs. defensive) affect how they interact with the autonomous vehicle. This research will add vital findings to the
AV space allowing for the design of an autonomous vehicle. Faculty sponsor: Yiqi Zhang
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234
Christian Murphy
Automated Design for Additive Manufacturing Optimization
University Park
		
through Machine Learning		
This project aims to leverage machine learning to automate Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM) with an initial focus on light
weight design. An already developed training set of voxelized files will be put through autoencoders to create neural networks which recognize features associated with DfAM. These features will then be applied to user submitted parts. Resulting will be a mechanical part that
satisfies the performance attributes of the original input, and is significantly lighter. Faculty sponsor: Christopher McComb
192
Christian Muth
Thermo-electric Field Assisted Sintering of U.S. Bronze
DuBois
This research is focused on determining the effects of thermo-electric field assisted sintering of a bronze material. The sintering will occur
using an Ultra-flex HS-4 induction heater and simultaneously passing a current through the sample to the point of sintering. Following, the
microstructural characteristics and mechanical properties of the sintered samples will be compared with that of a conventional oven style
sintering process. Faculty sponsor: Daudi Waryoba
488

Grant Newman
Accelerated Wear on Bioprosthetic Heart Valves
University Park
Carmen Rosporski
The Food and Drug Administration uses accelerated wear testing on heart valves to determine the lifespan of this device. To begin understanding the effect of accelerated wear on porcine, mitral, bioprosthetic heart valves, the effective orifice area is determined at varying
points in the cardiac cycle. A comparison to published in vivo and computational data on physiological valve motion helps to understand
the similarities and differences between both conditions. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
307

Olajide Ogun
Ohmic and Shockley Characterization
University Park
Victor Ouko
This research shows an Ohmic contact and a Shockley diode with given semiconductors to observe Ohmic and Shockley behaviors. In one
evaporation there will be coating of a N type wafer, and a P type wafer with aluminum using the same shadow mask. Measurements will
be made between current and voltage at differing frequencies. Faculty sponsor: Samia Suliman
216
Andrew Pannone
Investigation of Humanitarian Aid Effectiveness
University Park
		
In the Water Supply and Sanitation (WSS) Sectors		
In today’s world of finite humanitarian aid finances, it is important to ask–“Is foreign aid actually effective?” Many scholars have sought
answers to this question using econometric and political science methodologies. However, economic and political indicators cannot paint
the full picture, so in order to broaden this inquiry, we use sustainable development indicators in the WSS sectors as a basis for analysis.
We utilize data gathered from AidData, the UN, and the Worldbank. Faculty sponsor: Caitlin Grady
180
Sumit Pareek
Towards a decision support framework for mitigating
University Park
		
the risk of VBDs such as malaria through engaging with
		
built environment professionals		
According to the World Health Organization, there were 216,000 estimated cases of malaria in 2016. The built environment can propagate
the spread of malaria. This research uses a web of causation approach and a survey to identify and validate knowledge gaps between the
built environment and public health industries. Data is used for providing recommendations on how to leverage decision making during the
construction process as a tool to mitigate the spread of malaria. Faculty sponsor: Esther Obonyo
437
Cara Pearson
Quantification of Emboli Formation with Ultrasound Imaging
University Park
Blood flow will be mimicked using an in vitro flow loop and ultrasound, a diagnostic tool used for thrombi and emboli identification,
records the formation of emboli in real-time in a bovine vessel. Afterwards, emboli development will be analyzed and quantified computationally. Little is understood about emboli development, therefore, techniques for studying real-time formation would be crucial for
prevention. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
143
Nicholas Pietra
Frustrated Lewis Pairs: A New Approach to
University Park
		
Pollution Control
By incorporating the chemistry of frustrated Lewis pairs into polymeric materials, we plan to create new methods for gas storage and catalytic applications. The poster discusses the synthesis and characterization of the polymeric Lewis base to be used in the frustrated Lewis
pair, Poly(4-diphenylphosphino styrene). The polymer was synthesized by anionic polymerization and characterized using SEC, proton
NMR, and 31P NMR, which will be essential in determining adduct formation between the acid and base. Faculty sponsor: Robert Hickey
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187
Evan Plumridge
Heavy Metal Concentrations: Spatial Variability and
University Park
		
Environmental Risks in the Peruvian Andes		
Climate change and glacial recession have introduced a new pathway for metals to enter the high altitude wetlands of Ausangate, Peru.
When newly exposed rock comes in contact with precipitation and meltwater, metals such as Aluminum, Cadmium, Cobalt, Copper, Iron,
Lead, Nickel, and Zinc can be mobilized and transported down the watershed and into surrounding wetlands and streams. This represents a
potential new source of metals that may impact human health and ecosystem services. Faculty sponsor: Mike Nassry

445
Nicole Price		
Efficiency of Bard G2 Inferior Vena Cava (IVC) filter through
University Park
		
tests with rigid spheres		
Inferior vena cava (IVC) filters serve as a preventative tool to capture blood clots before they reach vital organs. This study involved
testing the trapping efficiency of a Bard G2 IVC filter using rigid spheres under standard resting physiological conditions. Tracking of the
spheres was done to create trajectory plots of the sphere to characterize the movement of the sphere through the IVC. These data will be
used for comparison to similar computational models. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
245
Jonathan Radford
Synthesis and Tapecasting of Ferrite Nanoparticles
University Park
Antennas are widely used and are of upmost importance. To allow easier and cheaper research of the materials that constitute these devices, the sol-gel autocombustion and tapecasting processes are coupled and optimized. This grants researchers the opportunity to create new
compositions, characterize them, and cast them within one lab. Faculty sponsor: Patrick Lomenzo
233
Shashank Rawal
Superconducting RF coils for pre-clinical MRI
University Park
Currently, the probe heads used in pre-clinical Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners use metal RF coils for scanning. This study
aims at building RF coils using Yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO), and measuring its Signal to Noise (SNR) ratio at 77K. Due to YBCO’s extremely low resistivity in AC conditions at temperatures under 90K, the signal to noise ratio is expected to be higher than that of an
equivalent copper coil. Faculty sponsor: Federico Scurti
430
Cecilia Richardsen
Relationship of Platelet Adhesion with Surface
University Park
		
Topography in the Penn State PVAD		
The Penn State pediatric ventricular assist device (PVAD) was designed to meet the need for a pediatric bridge-to-transplant device. While
animal studies are encouraging, thrombus formation has been observed and patterns of platelet deposition are further explored. After
PVAD ovine studies, blood sacs are evaluated using immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy, environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM), and optical profilometry (OP). Data from confocal, ESEM, and OP were correlated to find that surface topography can
promote deposition. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
284
Joshua Riley		
Determining Embolus Trapping Efficiency of an
University Park
		
Inferior Vena Cava Filter during Exercise		
Inferior vena cava (IVC) filters prevent pulmonary embolism by capturing blood clots, or emboli, as they travel through the IVC. The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration has created a generic IVC filter to compare to current and future IVC filters seeking market approval. This
study characterizes the filter’s embolus trapping efficiency of nylon and bovine whole blood clot spheres during exercise conditions in an
anatomical model of the IVC to validate existing computational models. Faculty sponsor: Keefe Manning
182
Karan Shah		
Creating a software bridge between a car simulator
University Park
		
and traffic simulator
The primary way to currently test safety-critical driving systems is via driving simulators specially for multi-vehicle Connected and Autonomous Vehicle systems. Currently, it is difficult to scale the virtual reality environment to incorporate virtual traffic that can accurately
identify and respond to a human controlled virtual car. The project is aimed to enable two simulators (a virtual car simulator and a traffic
simulator) in different software to interact with each other. Faculty sponsor: Sean Brennan
157
John Sloane		
Development of a Multi-Emitter LED Light Source
University Park
With the rise in popularity of LED lighting, the market is beginning to realize some downfalls. For most LED’s at low light levels, the
color rendering quality decreases. There are many applications where enhanced colors when dimming would be appropriate, such as museums and restaurants. The purpose of this research is to investigate the phenomenon of decreased color quality at low light levels, in turn
creating a solution using readily available and new technologies. Faculty sponsor: Kevin Houser
174
Yiwen Song		
Thermal Transport in 2D Semiconductors
University Park
Accurate assessment of thermal properties of MoS2, a two-dimensional layered semiconductor material, is essential for the development
of ultra-efficient low power electronic devices based on this material. However, thermal properties of MoS2 are not well understood due
to limitations associated with existing experimental techniques. In this study, thermoreflectance thermal imaging and Raman thermometry
will be used to obtain accurate data for thermal conductivity calculation. Faculty sponsor: Sukwon Choi
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223
Emily Sun		
The Effect of Non-Traditional Film Cooling
University Park
		
Hole Shapes on Cooling Effectiveness		
Film cooling is a mechanism by which some of the internal cooling flow is allowed to flow over the surface of the airfoil of a turbine
blade. This cooling mechanism is necessary because of the high firing temperature of engines in the pursuit of high efficiency. In order to
explore the effects of the complex film cooling geometries, various film cooling hole geometries will be designed, tested, and evaluated
based on film cooling effectiveness. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Lynch
475
Yao-Ching Sun
On-Body CP Antenna
University Park
The field of on-body antenna has experienced a rapid increase in its development due to its great potential for applications in various areas
such as but not limited to: medical monitoring, personal entertainments, identification system, etc. It is very challenging in designing
wearable antennas on lossy body tissues. This will significantly affect the radiation pattern of the antenna. It is also desired to make the
antennas light and small for convenient purposes. Faculty sponsor: Julio Urbina
235
Michael Szczesniak
e Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) utilizing a low cost,
University Park
		
closed loop current control system		
Wire arc additive manufacturing is a process that deposits material using a heat source (TIG welder) and wire as the build material. My
research is on developing a system to control the current of the welder automatically by measuring the temperature of the weld pool to
improve weld quality/material deposition. Faculty sponsor: Guha Manogharan

291
Ellison Taylor
Properties of Two-Dimensional Materials And Biomolecules
University Park
		
For Use in Bio-sensing		
Finding a new combination of two-dimensional material and bio-molecules can allow for a greater biosensor diversity, allowing biosensors
to be used in more applications. Faculty sponsor: Shengxi Huang
198
Tacie Telesky		
Low Temperature Plasma Treatment and Its Effects
University Park
		
on Titanium
Low temperature plasma (LTP) treatment of biomaterials has been suspected to enhance biocompatibility and exhibit sterilization potential. In collaboration with an implant company, our efforts involve treating samples with a LTP jet. Changes in the surface morphology and
chemical composition from LTP will then be investigated. If data provides confirmatory evidence of a cleaning effect or enhanced biocompatibility, LTP treatments could surface as a fast and cost-effective way to improve industries’ current biomaterials. Faculty sponsor: Sean
Knecht

209
Jacqueline Tucker
Investigating Sensory and Motor Differences in
University Park
		
Varying Force Output in Young Adults with and
		
without ADHD		
The overarching goal was to determine whether fingertip forces are related to somatosensation in adults with and without Attention Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). This work is important because it could improve our understanding of the neurobiology of ADHD. Existing literature suggests adults with ADHD may have different sensory processing patterns. The results suggest that the clinical somatosensory measures used may not have enough resolution to detect subtle, yet important, differences in adults with and without ADHD. Faculty
sponsor: Kristina Neely
252
Alison Wanamaker
Dust suspension and dispersion by a moving ground vehicle
University Park
Ground combat vehicles are known for emitting large amounts of dust and sand when driving on an unpaved road. The aerodynamics of
these vehicles have been studied to reduce the amount of energy lost from the airflow, but the energy lost due to dust and sand dispersion
has not yet been minimized. By using the turbulent multiphase flow method and 3D particle tracking, it’s hoped that the energy lost form
dust dispersion can be understood. Faculty sponsor: Rui Ni
276
Weiqin Wang		
NLP for sentence Classification
University Park
The qualitative genre analysis methods have similarly been developed and validated in prior work. We propose a model to conduct vector-based sentence classification. The model first uses Word Embedding techniques to vectorize the sentences, followed by the use of a corpus of literature review sections from the ASME Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power. The model will learn the semantics
and the dependencies between the sentences and their previously-established genre categories. Faculty sponsor: Catherine Berdanier
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467
Ziyuhan Wang
Pathogen Removal in Moringa oleifera Modified Sand
University Park
		Columns		
Developing a drinking water treatment device with Moringa oleifera seeds enables a locally-sourced and less expensive alternative to
traditional water purification methods. Moringa oleifera seeds contain an antimicrobial cationic peptide that kills bacteria by fusing cell
membranes. Moringa sand column experiments suggests the particle removal and column lifetime can be predicted using the Clean Bed
Filtration theory. This f-sand filter demonstrated >8 log removal of Escherichia coli compared to <0.1 log removal for bare sand. Faculty
sponsor: Stephanie Velegol

181
Junghsien Wei
Structural improvement of soft network composite
University Park
		
for flexible electronic		
Flexible electronics is a technology of making electronics devices on flexible plastic materials, which offers traditional electronic devices
the ability to be extensible and wearable. Our research provides a simple solution to tailor the mechanical stiffness of composite substrates
to improving and strengthening the structure. We design our own hex pattern structure, which includes several holes inside in order to
make the strain and stress response much higher. Faculty sponsor: Huanyu Chen
462
Sarah Wolverton
Development of low-cost, stable, wearable strain sensors
University Park
		
based on metal cracks for real-time physiological monitoring
The objective of this research is to develop low-cost, stable wearable strain sensors based on metal cracks for real-time physiological monitoring. These sensors could easily be attached to clothing or directly onto the body for motion detection and overall health monitoring.
We hope to expand the narrow measure range of crack-based strain sensors by incorporating serpentine connections, thus achieve a good
compromise between sensitivity, measure range and stability. Faculty sponsor: Huanyu Cheng
177
Jiajin Xiao		
Examine the Factors that Lead to Graduate School
University Park
Graduate school is crucial for students. In this study, we use Crisp-Set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (csQCA) to examine 50 personal
statements from the winners of National Science Foundation to find factors that lead them to graduate school. Student’s family background, undergraduate experience, etc. are some of the factors. This study gives us a better perspective and understanding of the reasons
for students to go to graduate school. Faculty sponsor: Catherine Berdanier

304
Zichao Zhang
Bayesian Reasoning for Automatic Security
University Park
		
Mediation Placement		
Security-typed languages use type systems to enable information-flow control and verify the satisfactory of security properties. Many programs exhibit behaviors that require security checks at runtime. Currently, the mediation statements are manually added. Automatic tools
can relieve programmers’ job by suggesting candidates for the locations where mediation statements can be placed. In this research project,
we will apply Bayes’ theorem in producing accurate security mediation placement suggestions. Faculty sponsor: Danfeng Zhang
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197

Zoha Babar
The Potential of Coating Polyurethane with ‘Self-like’
Lehigh Valley
Jimmy Hadid		
Molecules to Reduce the Host Response to Implanted
Sheherbano Hussain
Medical Devices
Macrophages, cells of the immune system, play a pivotal role in the host inflammatory response by attacking foreign materials not seen as
‘self.’ Implanted biomedical devices made of polyurethane are not identified as ‘self.’ The potential of coating polyurethane with ‘selflike’ molecules to reduce or prevent the host response from attacking such devices propelled this research. The reduction of macrophage
adherence to polyurethane films coated with palmitoleic acid and bovine serum albumin will be presented. Faculty sponsor: Jacqueline
McLaughlin
300
Jacob Bailey		
Gamma Delta T cells respond to H-Ras driven
University Park
		
tumors through effector molecules IFN-Gamma and IL-17
Gamma delta T cells are a subset of T cells that lack conventional major mistocompatibility (MHC) requirements that for the response
to self-like antigens such as tumor metabolites and stress-related proteins. These innate-like cells largely reside in epithelial tissues such
as the epidermis, suggesting that they may be relevant in the formation of squamous cell tumors. We show here that gamma delta T cells
respond to these tumors through effector molecules IL-17 and Interferon-gamma. Faculty sponsor: Adam Glick

148
Alec Baker		
Timing and Impact of Habitat Type on Black Bear
DuBois
		
Corn Crop Damage		
Our study compared bear damage to cornfields between forest cover in northern Clarion County (n=5) and agriculture in southern Clarion
County (n=5). Damage was surveyed weekly from 13 August 2017 to 22 October 2017. There was strong evidence that surrounding habitat type had a significant impact on percentage of damage (p = 0.016). The difference in mean amount of damage was not significant (p =
0.116) between the two habitat types. Faculty sponsor: Keely Roen
146
Alison Barrett
Determination of the genetic background of Rhesus Macaques
University Park
The genetic origin of rhesus macaques, which are important model organisms in medical and biological research, is often not well documented, despite being of high importance in various scientific questions. In this project, we sequenced mitochondrial DNA of rhesus
macaques of unknown origin and analyzed a region containing variable sites between Indian and Chinese macaques. This allowed us to
determine the genetic background of these monkeys. Faculty sponsor: Kateryna Makova
416
Mindy Beam		
Coffee and Deforestation in Brazil
University Park
Deforestation is directly influenced by the demand of coffee in the world. As the demand rises, the rate of deforestation in Brazil also rises.
Since Brazil is one of the major landholders of the Amazon rainforest, the deforestation of their land impacts the global environment. By
looking at the social, economic, and environmental impacts that coffee has on deforestation, a solution to produce a high yielding, environmental friendly product can be made. Faculty sponsor: Noel Hasaby

465
Danielle Bear		
Using soil temperature, soil moisture, precipitation and
University Park
		
date to predict red-backed salamander vertical movement
		
from refugia to the surface		
Red-backed salamanders are a lungless terrestrial species that rely on abiotic factors to complete needed biological processes such as
cutaneous respiration. In order to remain in optimal conditions, these salamanders exert some control over their environmental conditions
through vertical movement from the surface to refugia below. Changes in these factors could alter their movement timing. We seek to find
relationships between these factors in order to discover which conditions motivate their movement to the surface. Faculty sponsor: David
Miller

185
Jacqueline Beltran
The influence of family and friends have on
University Park
		
minorities cycling		
Despite cycling having multiple benefits, minority cycling rates are low. The study examined roles family/friends play with respect to
supporting/hindering cycling among minorities. An online survey analyzed aspects of cycling involvement. Responses coded and themes
identified using NVivo. Participants were African Americans. Two themes emerged–support from family/friends; the relationship between
the cyclist and family/friends changed in a positive manner. Findings provide insight of the importance family/friends have on minority
cycling participation. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Bopp
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460
Matthew Bentz
Effects of reduced iron availability for larval host
University Park
		
plants on the flight metabolic rate of adult butterflies		
Soil composition affects insects feeding on plants. Here we examine soil iron availability in relation to flight of a butterfly, Melitaea cinxia,
which contains polymorphisms in a HIF pathway gene that regulates oxygen delivery to tissues. Iron is a co-factor of the HIF pathway
enzyme (PHD) regulated by succinate. We found a strong effect of iron availability on adult flight performance. These results show a novel
way that environmental heterogeneity affects life history traits. Faculty sponsor: Jim Marden
424
Shreya Bhatt		
Effect of Chronic Stress on SST+ GABAergic Interneurons
University Park
Stress increases the risk of Major Depressive Disorder. We used a mouse model in which SST+ cells were rendered hyperactive (SSTCre:γ2f/f mice), causing the mice to display an antidepressant phenotype, to study how activity of SST+ cells affects chronic stress-induced depressive behaviors. We quantified SST+ cells, which in control mice have been shown to be reduced by stress. We predict that
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are resilient to chronic stress-induced depressive behaviors and loss of SST+ cells. Faculty sponsor: Bernhard
Luscher
447
Timothy Bievenour
Mutagenic Studies of the Catalytic Core of RNase P
University Park
RNase P is a metalloenzyme which cleaves precursor tRNA. Two specific nucleotides, A90 and U93, are located in a strand of the P4 stem
of the catalytic core of RNase P. This strand base-pairs with another RNA strand within the catalytic core, and the uracil and adenine nucleotides of interest are thought to ‘stick out’ to facilitate the binding of magnesium ions. We mutated these nucleotides to reveal their role in
catalysis. Faculty sponsor: Andrey Krasilnikov   
163

Josef Blaszkiewicz
A Delayed Hatching Phenotype in C. elegans is
University Park
Nicholas Cann
Linked to Disruption in NAD+ Biosynthesis from
Julia Catena
Nicotinamide Riboside
We use C. elegans as a model organism to study the impact of NAD+ metabolism on development. We have identified a delayed-hatching
phenotype associated with deficiency in the nmrk-1 gene, which is involved in NAD+ biosynthesis. We examined deficiency in the genes
nmat-1 and nmat-2, which operate directly downstream of nmrk-1. Through mutant analysis and RNAi knockdowns, we have found that a
similar, possibly more severe phenotype is associated with deficiency in the nmat genes. Faculty sponsor: Wendy Hanna-Rose
108

Alexandre Bourcier
Diversity of Zooplankton in the Atlantic and Caribbean
University Park
Kelly Watson
Affected by Depth, Chlorophyll A, and Salinity
Zooplankton are the base of many marine and freshwater food webs and play a critical role in the carbon cycle. Biological oceanographic
data were collected during a SEA cruise from the North Atlantic and Northeastern Caribbean Sea around Puerto Rico. Zooplankton were
collected by neuston and meter net tows at eleven varying locations and manually categorized to determine diversity. Diversity decreased
with depth, and patterns of diel migrations in both zooplankton and phytoplankton were observed. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina
113

Anna Brogan		
Identification of trans-Translation Inhibitor Antibiotics
University Park
Alexis Davison
Antibiotic resistance has become a clinical threat in recent years due to mass usage of antibiotics and evolving genetic mutations. One
molecular pathway not targeted by current antibiotics is the trans-translation pathway. The Keiler Lab screened a 13,000-compound
library. Various assays are currently testing potential inhibitory compounds from this screen confirming their activity against trans-translation. Consequently, the goal is to develop novel antibiotics void of pre-existing resistant mechanisms to combat this phenomenon of
resistance. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
262
Michael Brosch
Effects of Living Location on Rates of Active Transport
University Park
This study examined differences in college student active transportation based on living location. Physical activity, lifestyle, and demographic data was collected via electronic survey distributed to a volunteer sample of students. Data was analyzed using SPSS using
comparative means. On-campus residents demonstrated a significantly higher rate of active transport than off-campus residents. A denser,
more vertical living environment in the immediate State College Downtown Area could provide a greater opportunity for active transport.
Faculty sponsor: Melissa Bopp
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285

Rachel Bruning
Investigation of microbial diversity within the mutualistic
University Park
Joaquim Santos
symbiosis between the Hawaiian squid and Vibrio fischeri
The mutualism between Euprymna scolopes and Vibrio fischeri presents a model through which host-microbe interactions can be studied
to provide insight into mechanisms that microbes utilize to colonize the host. In this investigation, the phenotypes of two co-isolated V.
fischeri strains were determined using bioluminescence and motility assays. Novel V. fischeri strains, RB003 and JDS004, showed dissimilar phenotypes when compared to wild-type ES114, suggesting certain strains have a greater capability to colonize the host. Faculty
sponsor: Timothy Miyashiro

282
Gregory Busey
Monitoring Ion Channel Gating using Voltage
University Park
		
Clamp Fluorometry		
Ion channels are transmembrane proteins which are ubiquitously expressed within neurons and integral to their function. The voltage-gated
subfamily responds to membrane voltage changes on the millisecond timescale. Their essential role makes them attractive pharmaceutical
targets, while their low expression levels make them difficult to study in vivo. Here we replicate the ability to record the movement of voltage sensors – mobile protein domains responsible activating voltage-gated ion channels – using two-electrode voltage clamp fluorometry.
Faculty sponsor: Timothy Jegla
265
Grace Chon		
The molecular function of transmembrane protein 132A as
University Park
		
its homolog detonator in d. melanogaster
We studied the drosophila melanogaster homolog to TMEM132a, named detonator (dtn). Using RNAi and TMEM132a-deficient fly lines,
we bred offspring with appropriate driver lines to produce offspring with reduced dtn expression, indicated by lethality or a balancer
chromosome-induced phenotype. We found that dtn knockdown resulted a reduction in whole wing size in flies bred with MS-1096 driver
lines. Dtn knockdown resulted in lethality, as shown by reduced numbers of male offspring in tub-Gal4 driver crosses. Faculty sponsor:
Aimin Liu
167

Michael DeGennaro
Oxidative Stress Contributes to the Delayed Hatching
University Park
Elizabeth Eberly
of nmrk-1 Deficient C. elegans
Nicole Laganke		
NAD+ is an essential molecule in biological processes such as metabolism and lifespan. Deficiencies in NAD+ lead to complications in the
model organism C. elegans. We research a phenotype caused by a gene-environment interaction involving the riboside pathway of NAD+
synthesis. This delayed hatching phenotype occurs when nmrk-1 is knocked down and the animal is grown in oxidative stress environments. We seek to understand the contribution of environmental factors to the expression of delayed hatching. Faculty sponsor: Wendy
Hanna-Rose

125
Nina Dennington
Understanding the effects of horsenettle trichomes
University Park
		
(Solanum carolinense) on the peritrophic membrane
		
of tobacco hornworms (Manduca sexta) using
		
fluorescent powder		
Previous studies have shown, non-glandular trichomes found on Solanum carolinense in the diet of the Manduca sexta decrease size, increase metabolism, and decrease survival. This study uses  fluorescent powder to find the mechanism as to why trichomes impact growth:
by blocking or by piercing the peritrophic membrane. Trichomes may block nutrient uptake through the peritrophic membrane. Alternatively, trichomes may pierce the membrane therefore increasing energy expenditure, tissue repair and immune function. Faculty sponsor:
Andrew Stephenson
491
Bethany Dennis
Using Freshwater Mussels to Evaluate the Ecological
University Park
		
Conditions of the Coldwater River Post-Impact		
After a contractor was hired to excavate the Coldwater River in an effort to improve the drainage system of Jordan Lake in Michigan, approximately fourteen miles of the river’s riparian zone was removed and its channel dredged. To assess the damage imposed on aquatic life
and move forward with a plan to preserve the integrity of such species, we conducted biological assessments of various species of mussels
within and downstream of the site of impact. Faculty sponsor: Eric Snyder
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Cadie Dunlap		
PTHrP may inhibit the growth-promoting effects of
Berks
Jonathan Mercier
alcohol in the mammary gland
Alcohol increases estrogen signaling in mammary epithelial cells resulting in increased proliferation. We were interested in determining
if PTHrP, a negative regulator of estrogen, could block the proliferative effects of alcohol. MCF-7 cells were treated with alcohol and/
or PTHrP and proliferation was measured. Treatment of MCF-7 cells with alcohol caused an increase in proliferation whereas pretreatment with PTHrP inhibited these effects, suggesting that PTHrP may inhibit the growth-promoting effects of alcohol in the mammary
gland. Faculty sponsors: Maureen Dunbar

461
Elise Elizondo		
Nitrogen input from cover crops affects protein
University Park
		
content in corn grain		
High protein content in corn grain raised for livestock feed is necessary to maximize weight gain, growth, and gestation. Nitrogen fertilization is said to increase protein content and digestibility in corn. However, in organic farming, it is often difficult to provide sufficient
nitrogen fertilization. The objective of this experiment was to observe cover crop effect on corn protein content and digestibility depending
on the cover crop species’ ability to increase soil nitrogen. Faculty sponsors: Derek James
246

Matthew Emerick
Declarative to Procedural (D2P) Disaster Tutor
University Park
Salvatore Ross
First step in development of a digital tutoring process preparing emergency responders based on curriculum written by the National Disaster Life Support Foundation (NDLSF). This step defines the target emergency responder audience, and declarative to procedural (D2P)
material learning objectives, based on the Core/Civil Disaster Life Support® V.3.0 module of the NDLSF curriculum. The project involves
analysis of NDLSF content, subject matter expert interviews, creation of a java-based tutor, and scenarios developed using Unity 3D.
Faculty sponsor: Edward Glantz
152

Lindsey Engleman
Distinguishing Between the SigmaE and Hfq Pathway
University Park
Bryn Kelly		
Inhibitors in Escherichia coli
		
Kushagra Kumar
The goal of this project is to discover new antibiotics that target the SigmaE/Hfq pathway required for virulence and maintaining the
integrity of the cellular membrane in Gram negative bacteria such as E. coli. Previously, a library of chemical compounds was screened to
discover potential inhibitors of this pathway. Now these potential chemical inhibitors must undergo a series of secondary assays to differentiate whether the compounds inhibit either the SigmaE or Hfq pathway. Faculty sponsor: Sarah Ades
107

Paul Feightner
Field Oceanography Techniques: Ocean Currents
University Park
Mykaihla Sternick
and Plastic Adrift
		
Harmful plastics have been circulating in our oceans for decades. The Sea Education Association has been performing surface water
collections in the Atlantic and Caribbean oceans for over 45 years, amassing samples and extensive data. Using ocean current analysis
technology, we have determined the routes these plastics take via the massive North Atlantic Gyre. This research will pave the way for
better understanding how plastics travel throughout oceans, allowing for preventative and mitigation processes. Faculty sponsor: Monica
Medina
169

Daniel Ferriss		
Investigating Axonal Neuroprotection and Dendritic
University Park
Sophia Landaeta
Response to Injury in Drosophila Neurons
Rachel Swope
It is crucial that we understand how neurons respond to injury, especially as these cells may be subject to some form of nerve damage. In
our work, we used Drosophila larvae as a model organism to investigate the axonal neuroprotective pathway and attempt to identify key
proteins in the largely uncharacterized pathway for response to dendritic injury. We have also been working towards establishing a new
method for measuring neuronal response to injury. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
161

Daniel Ferriss
Characterization of Neuron Injury Response
University Park
Sophia Landaeta
Rachel Swope		
Neurons must be particularly adept at responding to injury in order to continue to perform their regular functions. In our research we use
Drosophila larvae as model organisms for studying response to neuron injury. Specifically, we are studying the pathways involved in the
response to dendritic injury and in the axonal neuroprotective pathway, as well as establishing a new method for measuring response.
Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
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Daniel Ferriss
Investigating Unknowns in Neuron Response to Injury
University Park
Sophia Landaeta
Rachel Swope
A neurons capacity to repair itself is incredibly essential for an organism’s survival, seeing as neurons do not reproduce like other cells in
the body. A lot is known about the mechanism that neurons follow to repair themselves. However, a significant portion of this mechanism
remains unclear. Our research investigates various aspects of neuron regeneration that are not as well characterized; bringing us closer to
treatments for neurodegenerative diseases and brain or spinal chord injuries. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
248
Logan Finger		
HSP70-2/BiP Promoter Drives Constitutive Expression
University Park
		
of GFP in Blood Stage Plasmodium yoelii		
Genetically attenuated malaria parasites with essential gene deletions are potent malaria vaccine candidates. CRISPR/Cas9-based gene
editing is now a preferred method to create these parasites by deleting genes that are critical to parasite development. In order to improve
the CRISPR/Cas9 system for use in malaria parasites, we have used a GFP-reporter system to define and modulate the Plasmodium yoelii
HSP70-2/BiP promoter, to in turn be able to optimize Cas9 transcription and protein expression in vivo. Faculty sponsor: Scott Lindner
251
Ryan Ford		
Development and Evaluation of Experimental
University Park
		
Hybrids of Tomato with Late Blight Resistance		
Late blight (LB), caused by Phytophthora infestans, is a destructive disease of tomato in PA. Experimental hybrids were developed from
PSU elite tomato breeding lines with superior horticultural characteristics for production in PA, containing a combination of the commercially-available LB-resistance gene Ph-3 and a new LB-resistance gene Ph-5, identified at Penn State. Molecular marker genotyping and
disease screening of the hybrids demonstrated successful incorporation of both resistance genes, and the advantage of hybrids containing
both. Faculty sponsor: Majid Foolad
142
Zachary Fox		
Cognitive Effects of Active Sitting
Berks
Active sitting has gained increasing prevalence in recent years as a means of increasing psychological performance. The present study
evaluated physiological measures of body movements that occur across active and passive sitting conditions as well as performance
on cognitive tasks, such as verbal, spatial, and motor tasks. Contrary to popular belief, findings indicate that active sitting provided no
benefit on verbal and motor tasks, and may lead to performance decrements on spatial tasks. Faculty sponsor: Praveen Veerabhadrappa
154
Tianna Fredericks
Pharmacological Data to Determine the Potential of Helper
University Park
		
Compounds for Use as Antibiotics		
Antibiotic resistance is a growing issue that leads to the ineffectiveness of drugs that treat bacterial infections. New investigations are
currently underway to determine the effectiveness of helper compounds, which include a range of drug classes, particularly antihistamines.
Antihistamines oppose the constitutive activity of histamine receptors, which function to produce biological responses. The antihistamine,
Azelastine, possesses antibacterial activity by altering bacterial membrane permeability. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
254
Madison Galascio
The relationship between anthropometric and
University Park
		
physiological variables and fitness among college students
This study examined the differences in anthropometric and physiological variables based on fitness among undergraduate college students.
Data was collected via an online survey (demographics and physical activity) and an objective fitness assessment (Anthropometrics and
physiological variables). Participants were categorized into aerobic fitness quartiles, and differences examined using one-way ANOVAs.
Anthropometric and physiological variables differed significantly between the least and most fit, suggesting greater attention should be
paid to the health of those less fit. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Bopp
242
Morgan Gannon
Contributing to Fusarium wilt management through
University Park
		
an ecological lens: detection of putative effector genes
		
in non-pathogenic Fusarium oxysporum		
Fusarium oxysporum (Fo) is a soil-borne fungus causing disease in over 120 crops worldwide. The mechanism of Fo-host interactions
remains unclear but is fundamental to disease management. Secreted In Xylem (SIX) putative effector genes are traditionally associated
with pathogenicity. However, most SIX gene functions have not been studied. SIX genes were recently detected in non-pathogenic isolates
from banana. In this study, we detected SIX genes in Fo non-pathogenic isolates from chickpea and tomato. Faculty sponsor: Maria del
Mar Jimenez-Gasco
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Drew Geller 		
Cardiovascular Stress-Reactivity to Social Exclusion:
University Park
Ann Marie White
Body Mass Index and Self-Concept Clarity as
		
Plausible Moderators
Cardiovascular responses to social exclusion are typical, but large individual differences exist. Individuals high in body-mass index (BMI)
or low in Self-Concept Clarity (SCC) may be more sensitive to social exclusion. We examined if BMI or SCC moderated cardiovascular
responses to experimental social exclusion. Our analyses suggest that having high SCC may buffer cardiovascular reactivity to social
exclusion; however, that individuals at higher BMI may be more sensitive to social exclusion regardless of SCC. Faculty sponsor: Joshua
Smyth
141
Luana Goulet		
Visualizing Large Numbers of Genetic Markers in
University Park
		
Select Genes in the Genome Browser		
Visualizing SNP locations through the “My Sessions” feature of the Genome Browser allows for targeting areas of the genome for more
in-depth research on the genetic impact on any phenotype. SNPs associated with craving in an exploratory dataset are presented in a new
track in the Genome Browser. A graphic display of these SNPs aids in rapid recognition of their relation to each other and to genes of interest. Faculty sponsor: David Vandenbergh
123
Victoria Grant
Creating a Polygenic Score for Genetic Analysis of
University Park
		
Addiction Traits Using SNP & Variation Suite (SVS)		
We developed a protocol for genetic analyses of opioid-related craving using Polygenic Scores (PGSs). After identifying a set of genes for
analysis, SNPs were selected from the genes, and the set of SNPs was reduced based on linkage disequilibrium, and tested for association
of the alleles of each SNP with craving. The associated alleles were summed to create the PGS. We are now ready to apply the PGS to an
independent data set. Faculty sponsor: David Vandenbergh
256
Steven Griffin		
Determining Associated Proteins of the p25
University Park
		
Transcript in Plasmodium yoelii and Plasmodium falciparum
Plasmodium is a eukaryotic pathogen that still is responsible for 200 million infections and half a million deaths annually. An effective
way to eliminate the parasite is to block its transmission from human to mosquito. Translational repression is a key process for the malaria
parasite to be successfully transmitted, and thus may be targetable. I have developed molecular tools that can be used to investigate how
the parasite regulates one important and abundant transcript, p25. Faculty sponsor: Scott Lindner
195
Karina Grullon-Perez
Determining the role of mthl3 in Dendrite Regeneration
University Park
Neurons are polarized cells that are susceptible to injury due to neurotoxicity from stroke, seizure or traumatic brain injury. Previous
work has demonstrated that the DLK signaling pathway, while required for axon regeneration, is dispensable for dendrite regeneration.
mthl3, a member of the methuselah/methuselah-like family of GPCR, was identified as a gene required for dendrite regeneration in a
functional genomics screen. The goal is to determine the specificity of mthl3 in dendrite development and regeneration. Faculty sponsor:
Melissa Rolls

472
Rebecca Guth		
Functional RNA Structures are Retained in Complex
University Park
		Coacervates		
Coacervates are spontaneously-formed polymer-rich liquid droplets. They tend to concentrate biomolecules including RNA and so present
an attractive system for the origins of protocells and membraneless organelles. We found that RNA aptamers retain function in coacervates,
indicating that the native fold of the aptamer is maintained. At increasing temperatures specific coacervates can destabilize RNA aptamers.
We are utilizing chemical probes to detect RNA structural changes due to coacervates. Faculty sponsors: Philip Bevilacqua

231
Carissa Heine		
Using positive deviance by micronutrient status to
University Park
		
identify differences in food behaviors in women of
		
reproductive age in Ghana		
This study used the “Positive Deviance” approach to assess lifestyle and food behavior differences in reproductive-age Ghanaian women
based on micronutrient and health status. Quantitative and qualitative data were used. The study found that consumption of turkey berry
(high in iron), ownership of home and agricultural land, and exposure to the healthcare system were higher among the positive deviants
(healthiest women), while consumption of starchy foods and sugary drinks were higher among negative deviants. Faculty sponsor: Alison
Gernand
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Nhi Hoang		
Investigating the Determinants of the Reaction Outcomes
University Park
		
of Fe-2OG-dependent Enzymes		
The objective of this study is to create engineered protein variants, in order to determine how the reaction outcomes in Fe-2OG-dependent
enzymes are decided. One such enzyme, hyoscyamine-6β-hydroxylase, possess both hydroxylase and epoxidase functions. Depending on
the variant’s properties, the outcome is either an increased hydroxy product or a secondary dihydroxy product. Screening the products is
done two ways: whole-cell reactions to determine initial hits and purified enzyme reactions to verify their activity. Faculty sponsor: Ben
Allen
238
Asher Hollenbeak
Modeling Diagnostic Resistance via Hrp2 Gene
University Park
		
Deletion in Plasmodium Falciparum		
With the widespread use of Histidine-Rich Protein (Hrp)-sensitive rapid diagnostic tests for malaria, some strains of P. falciparum have
mutated gene deletions for hrp2, the gene encoding for Hrp. Strains with hrp2 gene deletions are unable to be diagnosed through these
tests, a phenomenon known as diagnostic resistance. Through mathematical models of malaria disease progression and population level
simulations, the factors contributing to the widespread evolution of diagnostic resistance were determined. Faculty sponsor: Maciej Boni
490
Aleah Holmes		
Identifying Virulence Factors in Erwinia amylovora
University Park
Fire blight, one of most egregious bacterial diseases of apple and pear trees, is caused by Erwinia amylovora. Our project identifies E.
amylovora mutants that are not able to cause disease. One mutation was found in the rlsA gene, which is responsible for the regulation of
the production of levansucrase, a polysaccharide. This project will help us understand previously unknown roles of the rlsA gene and how
it contributes to disease development in the plant. Faculty sponsor: Timothy McNellis

105
Aasma Hossain
An Examination of Factors that Have Pushed Life
University Park
		
Expectancy in Costa Rica to Surpass Life Expectancy in
		
the United States of America		
Life expectancy in Costa Rica has risen to surpass those living in the United States. Mortality rates in the United States are 18% higher
than in Costa Rica. Recognizing factors that influence mortality is critical so that policy changes can be made in the United States. Factors
to examine in Costa Rica include the healthcare system, access to care, how early pre-natal delivery impacts life and mandatory maternity
leave and the impact on child development. Faculty sponsor: Celeste Newcomb
145

Alexa Hughes
The Dependence on lon in E.coli Suppressor Pathways
University Park
Paige Laughlin
The prlF1 mutation and overexpression of the genes ptsN and yhbW have been found to allow E.coli to survive when σE is absent. These
genes also have the ability to alleviate the effects of lamB-lacZ hybrid jamming in secretion machinery and OmpC overexpression, both
of which are toxic. We hypothesize that all of the suppressor pathways that allow for survival when σE is absent, require the lon gene.
Faculty sponsor: Sarah Ades
122
Isabel Hunsberger
Exploring Resistant Mutants to KKL-896
University Park
Through mutation, bacteria have become resistant to current antibiotics; thus, there is a continuous demand for new antibiotics. The compound KKL-896 inhibits the bacterial pathway of trans-translation. To search for the molecular target of KKL-896, experiments (such as:
MIC assays, growth curve assays, and P1 transductions) were conducted with E. coli ΔtolC resistant mutants. With knowledge of KKL896’s target, drug development may advance, and ultimately lead to a new way to combat tuberculosis. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
179

Vienna Huso
Characterization of Novel Delayed Hatching
University Park
Teniola Idowu
Phenotype observed in Caenorhabditis elegans
C. elegans containing a knock-out mutation in the nmrk-1 gene do not synthesize an enzyme known as nicotinamide riboside kinase
which is involved in the synthesis of NAD+. Preliminary results suggest that a combination of this genetic mutation and an environmental
stressor result in a novel delayed hatching phenotype exhibited in eggs laid by nmrk-1 mutants. Our results provide more details about the
lifespan of unhatched embryos and the strength observed in this phenotype. Faculty sponsor: Wendy Hanna-Rose
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Nicole Hwang		
Analysis of the oral microbiota as a predictor for
University Park
		
development of obesity		
The Childhood Obesity Project has identified a significant negative association between the abundance of Fusobacterium in the oral microbiota and conditional weight gain in children. I am working to characterize the Fusobacterium by their species and abundance, as this will
help us understand the specific relationships between microbes and child weight gain trajectories. We hope to use the findings from this
study to identify patterns in the microbiota that may predispose individuals to obesity. Faculty sponsor: Kateryna Makova
186

Kailash Jayachandran
Mechanisms and Applications of Viruses and Small
University Park
Caitlin Komm		
Molecules for Brain Repair
Heli Patel
Many neurological disorders are characterized by loss of different types of neurons. Reprogramming is a process in which glial cells in the
brain are changed into functional neurons. Two aspects are reprograming by small molecules to induce the Gabaergic Phenotype and reprogramming using viruses that encode transcription factors to induce a dopaminergic phenotype. A third aspect is exploring the mechanism
by which NeuroD1, a transcription factor, reprograms glial cells into functional Glutamatergic neurons. Faculty sponsor: Maria Krasilnikova
295

Danielle Jones		
Assessing physical activity promotion among church
University Park
		
youth programs		
This study examined the frequency and methods of physical activity education and promotion within various church youth programs. An
online survey sent to church leaders in New Jersey and Pennsylvania assessed demographics and physical activity education and promotion prevalence and methods. Most churches did not have any programs for children regarding physical activity, strategies varied greatly.
These findings demonstrate there is an opportunity to improve physical activity education and promotion in churches for children. Faculty
sponsor: Melissa Bopp
147
Hannah Jones		
Understanding the Influence of Motivational Readiness
University Park
		
on the Relationship between Desired Body Image and
		
Physical Activity in African American Adults		
The purpose of this study was to explore the mediating role of motivational readiness on the relationship between desired body image and
moderate-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) in African American adults. We found that as desired body image decreased, motivational
readiness for exercise and MVPA increased. Results suggest the importance of increasing awareness of risks associated with obesity in an
effort to reduce preferences for a higher body shape and size among African American adults. Faculty sponsor: Scherezade Mama

407
Alyssa Kamrowski
Molecular epidemiology of small cell variants of
University Park
		
staphylococcus aureus isolated from dairy herds in
		Pennsylvania		
Recent reports suggest that small cell variants (SCV) of S. aureus can cause persistent infection of the mammary gland in dairy cows. A
total of 163 S. aureus isolates from milk samples (2008-2015) were exposed to 2 µg/ml of gentamicin of which 19 parent strains generated
SCV. Multi-locus sequence clonal types 15, 97, and 151 accounted for 5.2, 68.4, and 25.3% of the SCVs, respectively. The SCV isolates
did not show enhanced resistance to antibiotics. Faculty sponsor: Bhushan Jayarao
303
Jamie Kang		
Associations Among Social Support, Perceived Stress,
University Park
		
Physical Activity, and Sitting Time Among College Students
Social support (SS) is associated with increased physical activity (PA) and reduced sitting time (ST), but the role of perceived stress is less
understood. Findings suggest that high SS was associated with lower stress (β=-0.188, p=0.00), and lower stress was significantly associated with higher vigorous PA (β=-0.128, p=0.004) and lower ST (β=0.036, p=0.442). Thus, health promotion efforts should include fostering
SS along with relaxation techniques to reduce stress and promote PA/reduce ST in college students. Faculty sponsor: Scherezade Mama
401
James Kauffman
Active vs. Motorized Transport and Student Health
University Park
This study examined how the form of transport to campus (active vs. motorized) was related to college students’ health and fitness. Data
was collected via an online survey (demographics, transportation habits) and objective fitness assessment, and analyzed using independent
samples t-tests. Those who did not use motorized transport more than twice a week had significantly higher aerobic fitness than those who
used active transport. Findings indicate that universities should consider enacting strategies to facilitate active transport. Faculty sponsor:
Melissa Bopp
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Matthew Keegan
Protein Localization and Function in Drosophila Neurons
University Park
Philip Ratnasamy
Katelyn Rudisill
Maddie Zal
In the Roll’s lab, our group studies protein localization across the different classes of neurons found in the model organism Drosophila.
These proteins are heavily implicated in cell function and structure, and lead to specific abnormalities in neuronal cells when they are
absent or otherwise manipulated. Therefore, studying these proteins will allow for deeper insight into the causes of various neurodegenerative diseases found in humans. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
173

Matthew Keegan
Protein Localization in class I & III neurons in
University Park
Philip Ratnasamy
Drosophila organisms
Katelyn Rudisill
Maddie Zal
In the Rolls lab, we look at protein localization in the model organism drosophila. Proteins have key roles within organisms and are vital
for the survival of organisms. Without the proper proteins in the cell, neurons lose their ability to properly function in the cell. By using
different RNAi fly lines, various proteins can be knocked down and the effects it has on the organism can be observed using different
microscopy techniques. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
228
Matthew Keegan
Localization Team
University Park
I, along with three other lab members (Maddie, Phil, and Katelyn) will be composing a presentation comprising our recent research on the
localization of related proteins in Drosophila dendrites. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls

250
Wasi Khatri		
Characterization of the Interaction between S-Locus
University Park
		
F-Box (SLF) Proteins and S-RNases of Petunia inflata
		
Through the Use of Chimeric SLF Proteins and CRISPR/Cas9
		Knockout		
Petunia inflata uses a mechanism named self-incompatibility to prevent inbreeding. Self-incompatibility allows the plant to reject genetically identical (self) pollen yet accept genetically dissimilar (non-self) pollen. Self/non-self recognition is determined by the polymorphic
S-locus. To determine amino acids involved in interactions between SLFs and S-RNases, chimeric genes of S2-SLF1 and S3-SLF1 were
introduced into P. inflata. I have also tested whether S2-SLF2, S2-SLF12, S2-SLF14, and S2-SLF16 can interact with S7-RNase and found
that S2-SLF2 can. Faculty sponsor: Teh-hui Kao
264
Benjamen Kline
Resource use by brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) in
University Park
		
a thermally complex environment		
Climate change is one of the most pervasive threats to coldwater fish populations. For brook trout, climate change is expected to significantly reduce available habitat. However, areas of thermal refugia can decrease ambient water temperature by up to 10oC. Success at locating and competing for thermal refuge is predicted to vary across individuals. In this study, we investigated how temperature modulated
individual aggression, and how behavior influenced habitat use in a thermally diverse environment. Faculty sponsor: Tyler Wagner
434
Nicole L’Hommedieu
Social Media as a Tool for Increasing the Reach of
University Park
		
Behavioral Medicine Research		
It is unclear whether social media attention increases the reach of research in behavioral medicine. This study examined 630 articles
published in the Annals of Behavioral Medicine and Translational Behavioral Medicine from 2012-2017. The association between social
media exposure and citation counts was low (r = 0.102, p < .05). Future work should explore whether specific social media forums are
more effective than others for increasing the reach of scientific findings in behavioral medicine. Faculty sponsor: David Conroy
281
Joash Lake		
Does Methionine Affect Mosquitoes Survival and Fecundity?
University Park
The aim of this project was to determine if supplementing human blood with methionine would affect life history traits of Aedes aegypti
mosquitoes. We fed mosquitoes either human blood, or human blood supplemented with low or high methionine. We tracked the survival,
number of eggs laid, and the proportion of larvae that hatched following the blood-feeding treatments. The data demonstrated that supplementing with methionine had little effects on survival or fecundity of mosquitoes. Faculty sponsor: Andrew Read
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Anna Lin		
Use of Multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 to Mutate Tmem132 Family
University Park
Tmem132 family of five novel transmembrane proteins (a-e) have been associated with multiple human disease conditions such as cranial
aneurysm and lung defects. However, their molecular functions remain largely unknown, potentially due to functional redundancy. To
study their roles in basic cellular processes, we will use a newly-developed multiplex CRISPR/Cas9 approach to mutate all five Tmem132
genes simultaneously cultured mouse embryonic fibroblasts, and evaluate the survival, proliferation and various signaling pathways in the
mutant cells. Faculty sponsor: Aimin Liu

408
Aimee Little		
Shark Sensory Biology and its Role in the Design of
University Park
		
Shark Repellent Technology		
Sharks play an important ecological role as apex predators of the ocean. With increased human-shark interactions, there is interest in
designing an effective shark repellent that protects both humans and sharks alike; however, progress in this field has stagnated over the last
decade. The goals of this project were to examine the current understanding of shark sensory biology and determine how best to use this
knowledge in the design of shark deterrent technologies. Faculty sponsor: Victoria Braithwaite

230
Caroline Little		
Loneliness and its Effects on Physical Activity:
University Park
		
Let’s Move Together!		
This study examined the association between loneliness and physical activity (PA) among diverse sedentary Appalachian adults. High
levels of loneliness were associated with low self-reported total PA (B=.078, 95% CI: -156.577, -13.231). Findings suggest the need for PA
interventions that aim to decrease feelings of loneliness in an effort to increase PA, such as weekly group meetings that engage participants
in a more socially-focused PA intervention. Faculty sponsor: Scherezade Mama
172

Ethan Liu
Exploring the Economic Utilization of Invasive Species
University Park
Logan Staley		
to Improve the Select Health of Ecosystems in Cuba		
In our recent embedded study abroad program in Western Cuba, we were given the opportunity to learn about sustainability and environmental conservation policy. Our immersion with the Cuban people, flora, and fauna facilitated a deeper intrinsic understanding of fragile
ecosystems and their unnatural invasive disruptions. In this case study analysis, we evaluate the economic utilization of two invasive
species, the lion fish and marabou shrub, in order to reduce their detrimental impact on endemic species. Faculty sponsor: Jacqueline
McLaughlin

429
Susie Liu		
Fire blight: amylovoran production and Erwinia
University Park
		
amylovora virulence		
Fire blight is a contagious disease affecting apples and pears caused by the bacterium Erwinia amylovora. For bacteria to cause disease,
they must produce amylovoran, a protective exopolysaccharide secreted by the bacteria to its environment. We are isolating mutant strains
of E. amylovora that have altered amylovoran levels to discover novel genes that may be involved in amylovoran production. Preliminary
results show a correlation between bacterial amylovoran production and disease in immature apples. Faculty sponsor: Timothy McNellis
236
Sarah Lucas		
Climate Adaptation and Functional Traits in Three
University Park
		
Species of Eastern Hardwoods		
Local adaptation to environment is a major source of diversity within species and in environmental change responses. Common garden
experiments are used to reveal genetic information and performance among populations. We studied hardwood species in three common
gardens and calculated SLA, stomatal density, and survival among genotypes across species ranges. We found very weak familial influence
on SLA and stomatal density. Distance from mother tree location shows a stronger influence on tree survival. Faculty sponsor: Jesse
Lasky
127

Cuyler Luck		
Screening human cancer-associated mutations of the
University Park
		
SWI/SNF chromatin remodeler in yeast		
Chromatin remodelers are highly-conserved eukaryotic protein complexes which package and modify DNA. One such complex, SWI/SNF,
is mutated in 20% of human cancers. To characterize select mutations we analyzed purified SWI/SNF from six strains of SWI/SNF mutant
yeast. Using assays targeting the binding, ATP hydrolysis, and nucleosome mobilization of the complex, we found that four mutants displayed severe loss of function, one had mild loss of function, and one had no loss of function. Faculty sponsor: Manuel Llinás
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409
Ella Lundquist		
The Influence of Coping Behaviors During a Delay of
University Park
		
Gratification Task on Meal Intake in 7-9-Year-Old Children		
This is a secondary analysis of data collected during a larger study that assessed the impact of food commercials. The primary aim of this
project is to assess if coping behaviors exhibited by children during a delay of gratification task correlated to laboratory meal intake. We
found negative correlations between the time children spent looking away and food consumption. This appears to be driven by differences
in consumption of high-energy dense foods and food commercials. Faculty sponsor: Kathleen Keller
497
Sarah Magee		
Animal Models of Alcohol Use Disorders and the Brain:
University Park
		
From Casual Drinking to Dependence		
Ketamine is an experimental antidepressant capable of reversing depressive symptoms. Binge drinking results in altered emotional behavior reminiscent of depression-like symptoms in animal models. We hypothesize that ketamine restores binge drinking induced defects in
synaptic transmission similar to its effects in mouse models of depression. 3mg/kg of ketamine reduced binge drinking in female C57Bl/6J
mice with no effect in males. Our data suggest that ketamine may be an effective treatment for binge drinking in females. Faculty sponsor: Nicole Crowley
156
Sanjana Marikunte
Investigating the Role of the Cytohesin-2/ARNO
University Park
		
Coiled-Coil Domain on Epithelial Cell Migration
Epithelial cells line skin, lung, and digestive tract surfaces. While normally stationary, epithelial cells migrate during wound healing,
cancer metastasis, and early development. This migration is regulated by small GTPases and stimulated by hepatocyte growth factor. A
multi-protein complex involving two GEFs including cytohesin-2/ARNO and two scaffold proteins must form to activate two GTPases.
It was hypothesized that mutations in the coiled-coil domain of cytohesin-2/ARNO would decrease some protein-protein interactions and
inhibit cell migration. Faculty sponsor: Lorraine Santy
405
Lindsay Martin		
Identification of the effects of se and vitamin e deficiency
University Park
		
on the severity of coccidiosis and concurrent bovine viral
		
diarrhea and cryptosporidium infections in cattle
Coccidiosis is a diarrheal infection that is a major cause of economic and productive loss to cattle producers worldwide. Bovine viral
diarrhea virus and Cryptosporidium parvum are other possible etiologic agents for calf diarrhea. This study aims to examine the influence
of liver vitamin and mineral levels – primarily selenium – on the severity of coccidiosis in calves. Relationships between coccidiosis and
concurrent bovine viral diarrhea virus or Cryptosporidium spp. infections were also explored. Faculty sponsor: Jason Brooks
239
Anne Melda		
Association between physical activity and dietary
University Park
		
behaviors in a culturally adapted mind-body intervention		
Mind-body practices have been used to promote physical activity (PA), but little is known on how they impact other health behaviors.
In a group of sedentary adults who participated in an 8-week culturally adapted mind-body intervention, increased self-reported PA was
significantly associated with increased fruit and vegetable consumption at post-intervention (β=.286, p=.043). Findings suggest mind-body
interventions may be utilized to promote a wide range of healthy behaviors beyond PA and improve health in adults. Faculty sponsor:
Scherezade Mama
139
Carley Miller		
Age and genetic background influence initial nicotine
University Park
		
sensitivity in C57BL/6J and DBA/2J mice		
This study examined whether age, genetic background, and their interaction influence the relationship between initial behavioral responses
to nicotine and later voluntary nicotine consumption. Our data show that age and genetic background interact to influence initial nicotine
sensitivity in DBA/2J and C57BL/6J mice. Further, our data reveal a relationship between acute nicotine responses and later consumption.
Our results provide a greater understanding of factors that promote nicotine dependence. Faculty sponsor: Helen Kamens
121
Sydney Miller		
Characterization and Target Identification of
University Park
		
Hydrazine Carbonothiol Inhibitors		
Antibiotic resistance is a growing global epidemic. New antibiotics must be developed to combat this problem. The hydrazine carbonothiol
compounds target the trans-translation pathway in bacteria and are a promising and novel class of drugs. This research aims to characterize
the properties of the hydrazine carbonothiol compounds and identify the target within the trans-translation pathway. This facilitates further
modifications to the compounds to maximize therapeutic value during antibiotic development. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
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277
Uyen Nguyen		
Characterization of HelD, a Novel RNA Polymerase
University Park
		
Binding Protein in Bacillus subtilis		
The goal of this project is to obtain a high-resolution three-dimensional structure of the protein HelD in complex with B. subtilis RNAP to
elucidate the structural basis of RNAP recycling by the DNA helicase HelD. Two techniques have been used toward the structure determinations: X-ray crystallography to determine the structure of HelD, and single-particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) to determine
the structure of HelD-RNAP complex. Overall, this project provides a framework for purification protocol of HelD. Faculty sponsor:
Katsuhiko Murakami
257
Richard Novak		
A Comparison of Macroinvertebrate Communities
University Park
		
Among Vernal Pools with Varying Fire Histories		
The purpose of this study is to investigate the potential impact of prescribed fire on vernal pool macroinvertebrate communities. We
sampled for macroinvertebrates as well as various environmental characteristics in vernal pools with varying fire histories. We found that
although the habitats may differ slightly, prescribed fire does not appear to cause significant shifts in macroinvertebrate communities. This
information may be useful to land managers. Faculty sponsor: Tracy Langkilde

269
Briana Nunez		
The effect of Type VI secretion on the development of
University Park
		
V.fischeri populations in vitro		
Type VI secretion is a contact-dependent killing mechanism used by many gram-negative bacteria. Some strains of V.fischeri, a bioluminescent bacterium known to colonize the Hawaiian Bobtail squid, contain genes that encode for proteins that form the Type VI secretion
system. This project further studies the ring phenotype previously observed in competitions between strains containing and lacking the
genes for the Type VI mechanism, as well as determining a method to measure these competitions and rings. Faculty sponsor: Timothy
Miyashiro
206
Jacqueline O’Donnell
Bovine Mammary Glands Use Leaky Basolaterial
University Park
		
Cell Boarder to Accommodate Essential IgG1
		
Transportation During Colostrogenesis		
Colostrum is a thick form of milk that bovine produce prior to parturition , which contains high concentration of IgG. E-Cadherin is a adhesive junction between the epithelial cells in the mammary gland. In this study we used IHC to analyze changes of E-Cadherin during the
colostrogenesis. The results showed that the junctions became leaky to facilitate the transportation of colostrum. Faculty sponsor: Gang
Ning

138
Guinevere Oliver
Biophysical and Biochemical Characterization of
University Park
		
Mitochondrial Transcription on Chimeric and
		
Authentic Templates		
For years, mitochondria have been promoted as the “powerhouse of the cell,” because the energy they produce is essential to life. Mutations in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) or genes required for mtDNA gene expression have been linked to diseases such as cancer,
neurodegenerative disorders, cardiovascular disorders, and muscular dystrophies. I did biochemical and biophysical characterization of
mitochondrial DNA templates in order to investigate the transcription of mitochondrial DNA and contribute to research on this important
organelle. Faculty sponsor: Craig Cameron
232
Andrew Oneglia
The Impact of Estrogen vs Energy Status on Bone Balance
University Park
		
and Bone Turnover Rate in Young Exercising Women		
Both low energy availability and estrogen deficiency are detrimental to bone, but the significance of each independently are not abundantly
understood, as energy and estrogen deficiency often occur simultaneously. Using data from a Randomized Control Trial, REFUEL, we
further examined the relationship between estrogen, energy and bone turnover. Based on our findings, energy status was a better predictor
and had greater influence on the components of bone turnover and bone turnover rate than estrogen status. Faculty sponsor: Mary Jane
De Souza

402
Lauren Onofrio		
Local adaptation and populations’ growth responses
University Park
		
to climate in Pinus resinosa		
A better understanding of genetic and geographic variation within red pine (Pinus resinosa Ait.) is important to determine the effects of a
changing climate on this species’ growth and survival. We analyze data from provenance tests to assess intra-specific genetic differentiation and to model populations’ growth response to changes in climate. Results indicate that populations’ responses to climate warming will
vary, with populations from warmer summers increasing growth less than those from cooler summers. Faculty sponsor: Laura Leites
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210
Mackenzie Pickford
An Evaluation of Slides Prepared for Cervical Anomaly
University Park
		
for Use in Missing Person Cases		
In Forensic Science cases, sometimes a female victim goes missing. DNA profiles obtained from bloodstains or cigarette butts retrieved
from the crime scene cannot be compared to her profile due to lack of reference samples. In these cases, specimens such as routinely
preserved Papanicolaou test slides can be used as the reference sample (intimate source). In this research, complete DNA profiles were
generated from stained Papanicolaou smear slides using direct amplification and extracted DNA. Faculty sponsor: Reena Roy
410
Andrea Racic		
Temperature effects on corticosterone in the Eastern
University Park
		
Fence Lizard, Sceloporus undulatus		
We tested the effects of temperature on the stress relevant hormone corticosterone in the eastern fence lizard. We assigned lizards to one
of four temperatures within their natural range and tested their resulting corticosterone. Both baseline and stress-induced corticosterone
were elevated in lizards at higher temperatures, indicating the activity of the physiological stress axis is enhanced at higher temperatures.
Investigators should consider temperatures when running field and lab studies as this may affect their results. Faculty sponsor: Tracy
Langkilde
244

Gregory Reilly		
Examination of Protein-Protein Interaction of the
University Park
		
GRASP and its Impact on Cell Motility		
The HGF pathway is a cellular pathway that helps cell become motile. It has been found to be over-expressed in many types of cancer.
GRASP is a scaffold protein within this pathway that helps mediate many different protein-protein interactions. While many proteins are
known to interact with GRASP, it possible that other unknown proteins interact with GRASP to induce cell motility. The goal of my project was to examine this possibility and identify these proteins. Faculty sponsor: Lorraine Santy

104
Jessica Reyer		
Identification of Inhibitors of Sigma E/Hfq
University Park
		
Pathway in E. coli		
Antibiotic resistance is a growing problem in society, and new drugs with novel targets can combat these resistant bacteria. The aim of this
research is to identify inhibitors of the SigmaE/Hfq pathway in E. coli through screening a chemical library. This pathway is involved in
a stress response in bacteria to maintain cell envelope integrity. After the identification of hits, secondary assays will be used to determine
the specific target of the compounds. Faculty sponsor: Sarah Ades
183
Katlyn Reynolds
Relational Turning Between Cancer Patients and Their Spouses Worthington
			
Scranton
The purpose of this study is to understand relational turning points (RTPs) between cancer patients and their spouses over the course of the
illness. A qualitative design was used to explore the lived experiences of this relationship following a diagnosis of cancer. This sample included 7 married couples. RTPs occurred at the time of diagnosis when couples experienced stress and strain and at the time of remission,
when most couples reported their relationship grew stronger. Faculty sponsor: Raymond Petren
412
Tara Rogers		
The Interrelationships Between Sleep, Physical Activity,
University Park
		
Psychological Well-Being, and Gestational Weight Gain in
		
Overweight and Obese Pregnant Women		
Researchers examined associations between sleep, physical activity (PA), psychological health, and gestational weight gain (GWG) in 20
overweight/obese pregnant women participating in a 6-week weight-control intervention. Findings: sleep time was positively associated
with PA and stress and negatively associated with depression; nap time was positively associated with psychological health. Number of
times woke was negatively associated with GWG and positively associated with psychological health. Findings will inform development
of sleep content for future interventions. Faculty sponsor: Danielle Symons Downs
440
Amelia Rogus		
NR5A2, What Do You Do?
University Park
Luteal NR5A2 abundance during early cyclicity, early pregnancy, and luteal regression was examined. NR5A2 mRNA decreased by
8hr after PGF2α injection. Protein tended to decrease by 0.5hr and decreased by 2hr after PGF2α. NR5A2 mRNA increased between D4
and D6 of the estrous cycle but protein abundance was unchanged. NR5A2 mRNA was lesser on D20 and D23 compared to D14 of pregnancy; no days differed from day 17. Protein abundance during early pregnancy was unchanged. Faculty sponsor: Joy Pate
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114

Jade Rowland 		
Investigating the effects of environmental conditions
University Park
Gavin Turner		
on phytoplankton biodiversity in the waters surrounding
		
Puerto Rico
Phytoplankton are photosynthetic microscopic organisms that have important environmental impacts ranging from carbon fixation to
harmful algal blooms. In the Northern Atlantic and Caribbean Sea, data were collected to investigate the biodiversity of diatoms and
dinoflagellates. We discovered various correlations between phytoplankton biodiversity and environmental factors like abundance of prey,
nutrient conditions, and light intensity. This research could be implemented in predictive models focusing on phytoplankton and the effects
of changing environmental conditions. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina
444
Pratiti Roy		
Effects of White Button Mushroom Feeding on Intestinal
University Park
		
Gluconeogenesis and Glucose Homeostasis		
White button (WB) mushrooms have been reported to have health benefits, through poorly described mechanisms. Our data showed that
WB feeding (1%) resulted in higher levels of cecal succinate and the succinate-producing bacteria Prevotella. Microbial succinate production induced expression of genes (G6Pase, Glut2, FFAR3, and SGLT3) important for intestinal gluconeogenesis (IGN) via the gut-brain
neural circuit. Germ-free mice had no such WB mediated effect. Faculty sponsor: Margherita Cantorna
124
Matthew Ryan		
Novel method using colormetric prediction to
University Park
		
determine growth and survival		
This study seeks to develop a novel method of using neonatal colormetrics to predict larval health and survival. Specifically, we predicted
more intensive pigmentation and larger body size can be used to determine larval growth and survival, pupal weight, and adult fecundity of Manduca sexta (Sphingidae).  These effects were determined by measuring consumption rates, growth rates, and survivorship after
neonatal colormetric analysis. Faculty sponsor: Andrew Stephenson
132
Taryn Ryan		
Identification of the Molecular Target for a
University Park
		
Triazole-Based Inhibitor of Mycobacterium tuberculosis		
Antibiotic resistance is problematic for the modern world, and new antibiotic targets are exceedingly necessary. trans-Translation provides
a novel target for antibiotic development as it is a ribosome-rescue pathway present in bacteria and absent in mammals. KKL-1005, and
inhibitor of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, was previously shown to inhibit trans-translation. This project aims to identify the molecular
target of this compound in E. coli using chemical biology techniques and confirms that the compound is not inhibiting translation. Faculty
sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
453
Haley Sanders		
Influence of physical fitness and obesity status on
University Park
		
cardiometabolic risk factors in college aged students		
This study examined cardiometabolic risk in college students (n=5,986) by fitness level and obesity status. Our study showed significant differences in cardiometabolic risk factors by quartiles of fitness and obesity status. Higher fitness was associated with reduced
rates of dyslipidemia (β=0.94,p<0.000), prediabetes (β=0.97,p<0.000) and hypertension in males (β=0.93,p<0.000) and prediabetes
(β=0.97,p=0.04) and hypertension (β=0.93,p<0.000) in females. In males and females, obesity was associated with higher rates of dyslipidemia (β=1.15,p<0.000), prediabetes, (β=1.06,p<0.000) and hypertension (β=1.14,p<0.000). Faculty sponsor: Christopher Bopp

134
Lauren Sarko		
Brachypodium Genetics and the Analysis of
University Park
		
Metaxylem Development		
Brachypodium acts as a model plant species for root trait studies. This small annual grass serves as a surrogate for studies of rice, allowing
investigation into monocotyledon root development in relation to crop development. We utilize Brachypodium to examine metaxylem
candidate genes to determine their impact on the metaxylem development. Using this information, we are developing an understanding
between the correlation between genes that affect metaxylem formation to ultimately influence drought tolerance in rice. Faculty sponsor:
Kathleen Brown
421
Emily Seiger		
The effects of iron on mood, stress, and quality of life
University Park
		
in women of reproductive age
The role that iron plays in affective outcomes is not well studied in women of reproductive age. The hypothesis is that iron supplementation will improve overall mood and quality of life and decrease feelings of stress compared to placebo. Participants recruited from Penn
State were categorized as iron depleted or sufficient. Iron treatment improved feelings of Physical and Social Functioning and decreased
feelings of Bodily Pain, Stress, Tension, Anger, Depression, Confusion and Total Mood Disturbance. Faculty sponsor: Laura Murray-Kolb
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441
Talia Seymore		
The Effects of Processing on the Inhibitory Efficacy
University Park
		
of Cocoa Powder Against Phospholipase A2		
Cocoa powder is rich in beneficial dietary phytochemicals. Research has shown that polyphenols in cocoa powder are able to inhibit the
digestive enzymes; pancreatic lipase and amylase and pancreatic phospholipase A2. The alkalization and roasting that cocoa undergoes
can affect the amount and composition of polyphenols in the resultant cocoa powder. The goal of this study was to determine the impact of
alkalization and roasting on the PLA2 inhibitory effects of cocoa powders. Faculty sponsor: Joshua Lambert
168

Mikala Shaffer		
Examining Mechanisms Regulating Microtubule
University Park
Emily Yanoshak
Polarity in Class I Drosophila Neurons
Microtubules are important to cell structure and for helping differentiate between dendrites and axons in neurons. The polarity of microtubules is oriented with the axon being plus end out and the dendrite being minus end out. We know several mechanisms that contribute
to microtubule polarity in Class 1 drosophila neurons, however we are concerned with examining checkpoint systems at the cell body exit
points and mechanisms controlling microtubule polarity after they are nucleated. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
496
Yilun Shen		
ZNF804A/ATXN1 Research Project Proposal
University Park
Schizophrenia SCZ risk gene ZNF804A directly interacts with neurodegenerative disease ADCA risk gene ATXN1. Faculty sponsor:
Yingwei Mao
268
Yoshitaka Shibata
Designing Optimized Protein Molecular Weight
University Park
		
Markers Applicable to SDS-PAGE and Western Blot Assays		
Molecular weight markers are essential in measuring protein sizes on polyacrylamide gels. However, traditional markers are not detected
in Western blots, which use antibodies to recognize specific proteins, because they lack an antibody binding domain. I am developing protein molecular weight markers that contain an antibody binding domain to allow detection of the recombinant proteins in both polyacrylamide gels via Coomassie blue staining and Western blots via antibodies. Faculty sponsor: Song Tan

229
Samantha Shields
An examination of the impact of college level physical activity
University Park
		
classes by race and ethnicity		
Regular physical activity (PA) is associated with physical and psychosocial benefits as well as chronic disease prevention. However,
health disparities exist between races/ethnicities. This study examined differences in PA behaviors, social media sharing, and wearable device use by race in college students enrolled in physical education classes. Survey data was analyzed by SPSS software. Differences were
seen in the variables over time (1 semester) and by race/ethnicity. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Bopp

131
Mary Sievers		
The Importance of the Cpx Stress Response in
University Park
		
Mecillinam Resistance		
Various stress responses in gram-negative bacteria are responsible for maintaining the integrity of the cell envelope and have been linked
to the ability of antibiotic-resistant mutants to respond to stress that is placed on them by the presence of antibiotics in their environment.
This project tests the role and determines the significance of the Cpx Stress Response pathway in resistance to β-lactam antibiotics, specifically mecillinam, in E. coli. Faculty sponsor: Sarah Ades
137
Julia Silva Seixas
Assessment of the blood pregnancy-specific protein B test to
University Park
		
determine pregnancy in free-ranging elk (Cervus elaphus)		
The serum pregnancy-specific protein B test was analyzed as an alternative pregnancy test for free-ranging elks. It used post-mortem
uterine examinations as the gold standard. The serum test used was BioPRYNwild, an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay performed by
Biotracking, Inc. Embryos ranged in age from 13 to 111 days (n = 77). The BioPRYN®wild test had a sensitivity of 93-95% and specificity of 91-93%. The positive and negative predicted values were 87-90-% and 95-96% respectively. Faculty sponsor: Jenny Fisher
479
Olivia Smith		
Proximity labeling of invasion organelles of P. yoelii
University Park
Plasmodium parasites are the causative agent of malaria. The parasite requires the invasion of host red blood cells to propagate itself and
cause disease and uses parasite-specific secretory organelles to do so. I will characterize these invasion organelles, the micronemes and
rhoptries, by proximity-dependent labeling using known resident proteins AMA1, RAP1, and RON4. I will identify known and novel
proteins that are trafficked to and localize in these invasion organelles. Faculty sponsor: Scott Lindner
129
Emily Snell		
In Vitro and Ex Vivo profiling of Antibiotic Properties
University Park
		
of Tetrazole Analogs that Target trans-Translation		
With the rapid development of antibiotics came an era of pathogenic bacteria that evolved resistance. This is motive for exploration of an
alternative protein control pathway that can be targeted for antibiotic development and surmount these multi-drug resistant pathogens. The
pathway exploited in this investigation is trans-translation. My research initiates the investigation of the Tetrazole class, which inhibit this
pathway. Major methodology includes MIC, CFU/mL, endospore germination, cytotoxicity assay, and growth curve. Faculty sponsor:
Kenneth Keiler
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151
Rosalie Sowers		
Structural Analysis of the MLL Histone Methyltransferase
University Park
		Complex		
The MLL complex is a histone methyltransferase complex that plays a key role in transcriptional activation by covalently modifying the
nucleosome. However, our knowledge of its structure and mechanism is limited. We hypothesize that the MLL complex has a precise
binding interaction with the nucleosome that can be determined via X-ray crystallography. Solving the structure of this complex bound to
its nucleosome substrate will inform us of its mechanism of chromatin regulation. Faculty sponsor: Song Tan
450
Kristen Sprayberry
History of stress affects cell-mediated immunity
University Park
Eastern fence lizards (Sceloporus undulatus) are physiologically stressed by predatory venomous invasive fire ants (Solenopsis invicta).
We examined how history of invasion (and associated stress) and acute stress treatment affected the cell-mediated immune response of
lizards. Lizards from invaded sites had reduced immune response compared to those from uninvaded sites. Acute stress treatment affected
lizards from invaded but not uninvaded sites, suggesting that evolutionary history of stress alters the immune response to short-term stress.
Faculty sponsor: Tracy Langkilde

115
Sarah Staskiewicz
Using Fusion Constructs to Map the Membrane
University Park
		
Topology of Lit Protein		
In 2017 the Meredith Lab discovered Lit, a putative membrane protein, that is responsible for creating lyso-form lipoproteins. Lit functions
as a novel mechanism that has yet to be observed and is critical for understanding how these lipoproteins are formed. This proposed research measures activity of fusion proteins in order to determine the membrane topology of E. faecalis Lit. Results will provide a more in
depth characterization of Lit and how lyso-form lipoproteins are made. Faculty sponsor: Timothy Meredith
243
Caroline Steingard
Investigation of codependent strain characteristics
University Park
		
in polyclonal V. fischeri infections		
In this study, we isolated two strains of the bacterium V. fischeri from a wild squid, E. scolopes. The strains were characterized through
a number of assays and we determined that one of the natural isolates requires the presence of another in order to colonize the host. This
study has uncovered preliminary data that provides a basis for future studies on strain interactions. Faculty sponsor: Timothy Miyashiro

306
Patrick Stone		
Using an in vivo Functional Approach to Determine
University Park
		
Interaction Relationships between an S-Locus F-Box
		
Protein and Two S-RNases of Petunia inflata Involved
		
in Self-Incompatibility		
Self-Incompatibility (SI) is a self/non-self recognition mechanism by which pistils of flowering plants reject self-pollen to prevent inbreeding and accept non-self pollen to generate genetic diversity. In Petunia inflata, the polymorphic S-RNase gene encodes the pistil determinant, and 17 S-locus F-box (SLF) genes encode the pollen determinant. I have expressed S2-SLF13 fused with Green Fluorescent Protein
in S2S3 and S2S7 transgenic plants to determine the interaction relationships between S2-SLF13 and S3-RNase and S7-RNase. Faculty
sponsor: Teh-hui Kao
436
Michelle Suhendra
Functional characterization of an ApiAP2 transcription
University Park
		
factor in Plasmodium falciparum		
My research project focuses on functionally characterizing an ApiAP2 transcription factor, known as PF13_0114 in Plasmodium falciparum, the malaria-causing parasite. Faculty sponsor: Manuel Llinas
478
Rhea Sullivan		
An Examination of Locomotive Behavior, Germline
University Park
		
Proliferation, and Lipid Content in a Novel Autism
		
Spectrum Disorder 16P11.2 Deletion Caenorhabditis
		
Elegans Model
Due to the phenotypic heterogeneity of human neurodevelopmental disorders, it is often difficult to pin point a diagnosis based on behavior
alone. Copy number variations (CNV) in the genome have been thought to be the unidentified component that affects such clinical variation. This study examines one rare (<1%) CNV implicated in Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), the 16p11.2 recurrent microdeletion. I
investigated the individual genes encompassed within this deletion and determined their contributions to the overall phenotypes of motor
function, obesity, and embryonic cell line proliferation. Faculty sponsor: Santhosh Girirajan
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135
Mary Swaney		
Characterization of a novel multi-drug
University Park
		
resistance efflux system in Caulobacter crescentus		
The efflux of antibiotics is a growing concern in regards to antibiotic resistance, necessitating its study in biomedical research. Inactivation
of a gene encoding for a transcriptional regulator of a novel multi-drug resistance efflux system in C. crescentus results in an increase in
resistance to a broad range of antibiotics. Other genes involved in this system have also been identified and are currently being studied for
their role in bacterial efflux. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
166

Mila Tamminga		
Characterization of a Novel Neuronal Injury
University Park
Aabha Vora		
Model in Drosophila
Neurons must last an entire lifetime, despite facing frequent risk of injury from sources such as traumatic brain injury. Injury response
is often modeled in Drosophila by using a laser to sever neurites and is well-studied. However, we recently observed an alternate type of
injury, termed explosion injury, which produces an immediate, massive increase in cytosolic calcium and microtubules. Our goal is to characterize this cellular response, including its relationship to calcium and microtubule upregulation. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
270

Janelle Thompson
Developing Fluorescent Tagged Plant Pathogenic
University Park
		
Fungi to Study Plant-Fungal Interactions in
		
Maize and Sorghum		
The purpose of this study is to microscopically monitor fungal invasion and its spread using fluorescent tags.To accomplish this, the strains
Colletotrichum graminicola, Collectrotrichum sublineola, and Cochliobolus heterostrophus will be genetically transformed with Green and
Yellow Fluorescent Protein (GYP and YFP). These fluorescing strains will be selected for pathogenicity testing on host plants. Overall,
developing fluorescent tagged fungi will aid in the research focused on understanding interactions of maize and sorghum plants with these
strains. Faculty sponsor: Surinder Chopra
189
Trevor Tranchina
Yeast 2-hybrid screening for novel interactors of Shrm3,
York
		
a protein involved in neural tube morphogenesis		
Shroom (Shrm) is a highly conserved family of proteins that are defined by the conservation of actin and Rho kinase binding domains.
Shroom family proteins have been implicated in the development of the vertebrate ear, kidney, and in brain connectivity. Little is known
about what activates Shrm3 function or localization. To better understand these processes we aimed to find novel protein interactors of
Shrm3. The screens returned a number of novel interactors. Faculty sponsor: Jessica Petko
249
Kassandra Trinkley
Creating a Switchable C-Terminus for βh-Spectrin
University Park
In order to understand the self-interaction of spectrin, a construct was designed by Dr. Seung-kyu Lee that was recombined into Drosophila melanogaster to quickly and efficiently mutate the C-Terminus of spectrin to see how each mutation affects spectrin’s function. The
purpose of this experiment was to see if this construct was successfully inserted into the genome and, if not how much of the construct was
preserved, or where it may have ended up. Faculty sponsor: Claire Thomas

126
Samjeris Victor		
Investigation of the Essential Nature of trans-Translation
University Park
		
in Staphylococcus aureus		
Increased antibiotic use along with the stagnant drug development in the pharmaceutical industry has lead to one of the world’s most
devastating problems: antibiotic resistant bacteria. The reign of antibiotic resistant bacteria like S. aureus continues to impact the lives of
millions. A new pathway called trans-translation has been identified as a unique opportunity for fighting antibiotic resistance. Demonstrating that trans-translation is essential in S. aureus can ultimately lead to saving countless lives. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
213
Roy Wang		
Elucidation of the Mechanism of Fom3, a Cobalamin
University Park
		
Dependent Radical SAM Enzyme		
Recent studies have revealed that Fom3, a cobalamin-dependent radical S-adenosylmethionine enzyme, catalyzes the methylation of carbon 2 of cytidylyl-2-hydroxyethylphosphonate during the biosynthesis of fosfomycin, a broad spectrum antibacterial agent; however, the
mechanism by which Fom3 catalyzes this reaction remains elusive. Herein, we demonstrate the first successful isolation of Fom3 with both
its iron-sulfur and cobalamin cofactors bound. Furthermore, our studies provide key mechanistic insight for a number of steps in the Fom3
reaction. Faculty sponsor: Squire Booker
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159
Yixuan Wang		
Determining the Contributions of the spp-1 and
University Park
		
umps-1 genes on the Hyperactive Muscle Phenotype		
Many diseases involved in muscle function are gene related. The ok2703 mutant strain contains a deletion in parts of the spp-1 and umps-1
gene sequence and shows a hyperactive muscle phenotype in the model organism Caenorhabditis elegans. I plan on using thrashing assays
and qrt-pcr to determine the contributions of these two genes to the phenotype. Hopefully, the findings can contribute to identifying an
effective method to increase muscle locomotion in people with muscle weakness. Faculty sponsor: Wendy Hanna-Rose
288
Catherine Wastella
Impact of Physiological Neutral pH on Morphology
University Park
		
of Francisella tularensis – An Electron Microscopic Study		
Francisella tularensis is an infectious, gram-negative, coccobacilli bacterium responsible for causing Tularemia. Because F. tularensis
is a facultative intracellular bacterium, it must function at physiological pH. However, the bacterium has reduced growth rate at pH 7.4
compared to pH 6.4. This study uses scanning and transmission electron microscopy to demonstrate that physiological neutral pH causes F.
tularensis to exhibit morphological changes. Faculty sponsor: Greg Ning
501
Cheyenne Wene		
Role of MAPK on REDD1-Mediated Insulin Act
Harrisburg
The project I have been working on involved artificially creating insulin resistance, then reversing the inhibition. It was hypothesized
that glucocorticoids cause insulin resistance through a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) regulated mechanism. By studying the
insulin-resistant effects caused by the glucocorticoids, it can help us better understand the mechanism regulating the glucocorticoid-sensitive protein, REDD1, which creates an insulin resistance pathway. Insulin resistance and diabetes continues to be problematic in obese
populations. Faculty sponsor: David Williamson

459
Amanda Williams
Investigating Environmental Factors that Impact
World Campus
		
Bacterial Antagonism		
A Type VI Secretion System (T6SS) is a bacterial killing mechanism found in many Gram-negative bacteria. In an active T6SS, a cell
injects a “needle-like” apparatus into a neighboring cell. This needle, coated with toxic molecules, promotes death of the prey cell. Some
strains of Vibrio fischeri, however, may be using a bacterial “escape mechanism” to avoid killing by T6S. I am investigating environmental
factors that may play a role in this proposed escape mechanism. Faculty sponsor: Timothy Miyashiro
443
Stephanie Williams
The Diversity of Transcriptionally Active Endogenous
University Park
		
Retroviruses in Wyoming and Montana Mule Deer		
This project 1) identified transcriptionally active endogenous retroviruses within a population of Wyoming (WY) mule deer and 2) compared the diversity of transcriptional activity across two populations of mule deer that differ in their virus integration profile. This project
was completed with Theodora Maravegias and Lei Yang under Dr. Mary L. Poss. Faculty sponsor: Mary Poss
153
Katherine Winner
Inhibitors of the SigmaE-Hfq Regulatory Pathway in E. coli
University Park
The SigmaE-Hfq pathway found in Escherichia coli. is a good potential target because SigmaE is important for pathogenesis in some bacteria and important for cell survival in others. The SigmaE-Hfq pathway is involved with maintaining the integrity of the cell membrane.
This project tests the importance of this pathway in biofilm formation and stress survival of the cell. Faculty sponsor: Sarah Ades
428
Austin Wittmer		
Determining the Interactions between V. fischeri strains
University Park
		
with Type VI secretion in vitro		
Some bacteria possess a type VI secretion system (T6SS), a weapon that enables a bacterium to kill surrounding cells. This study investigates the extent to which Vibrio fischeri strains with a T6SS eliminate other nearby strains that also have a T6SS. Based on the data,
multiple strains of V. fischeri with T6SS can co-exist within the same space; however, it is inconclusive if said strains can kill one another.
Faculty sponsor: Timothy Miyashiro
226
Stephen Worrell		
Characterizing IRE1a Dependent Leukocyte
University Park
		
Recruitment Following UV Irradiation		
The basis of my project has been doing a general characterization of an ER stress gene, IRE1a, and its role in inflammatory signaling
following UV irradiation. By using both cultured cells and in vivo experiments that have a non functional form of IRE1a, we are able
to investigate any significant differences between the knockout and the wild type control model in terms of inflammatory signaling and
recruitment. Faculty sponsor: Adam Glick
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275
Jikai Zhang		
Measuring Reproducibility of ChIP-exo Experiments
University Park
		
Using Time Series Analysis		
ChIP-exo is one of the most precise high-throughput technology to map protein-binding detection. However, each ChIP-exp experiment is
noisy and has complicated patterns. Measuring the reproducibility of ChIP-exo replicate experiments ensures the reliability of downstream
analysis. To assess the reproducibility, our group developed a novel statistical method based on a technique in time series analysis. The
method is effective in differentiating signals with different quality. Dr. Qunhua Li and Tao Yang mentored this project. Faculty sponsor:
Qunhua Li
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Hannah Albright
Implementing Urban Green Agriculture in Cuba to
University Park
Alexandra Roque
Increase Food Production and Agricultural Sustainability
This research was undertaken as part of a course-based undergraduate research experience (CURE) structured through the 2017 Penn State
CHANCE Program in Cuba. Experiential learning in the field allowed for the examination of farming methods as they relate to agricultural
sustainability. Green roofs could enhance the quality of living and introduce many benefits to urban settings. It is recommended that Cuba
begin to look into constructing green roofs and creating policies that facilitate this practice. Faculty sponsor: Jacqueline McLaughlin

419
Josephine Beck
New Antibiotic Development for Antibiotic Resistant
University Park
		
Shigella flexneri		
Antibiotic resistance is a current problem throughout the world, making bacterial infections more difficult to treat. Previously, a screen
of 13,000 compounds was performed to test for potential antibiotics. Of those, two of the compounds were chosen for further testing. A
minimum inhibitory assay, or MIC, will be performed using gram-negative bacteria, such as M. tuberculosis and S. flexneri. The MIC will
determine the potential use of the compounds as an antibiotic against these bacteria. Faculty sponsor: Kenneth Keiler
431
Sean Cotner		
Complexity Measures Between Data Compression
University Park
		
and Diophantine Approximation		
We study abstract complexity measures that relate both to theoretical data compression and Diophantine approximation. We extract a group
of axioms that aim to capture the core aspects of both. We illustrate this by numerical examples and theoretical properties, notably the analysis of the gzip compression algorithm and Liouville’s theorem in Diophantine approximation. Faculty sponsor: Jan Reimann
287
Kevin Crust		
Event Reconstruction in IceCube
University Park
Data collected by the IceCube Neutrio Observatory’s 5,160 optical sensors can be used to infer information about neutrinos only after the
completion of a process called reconstruction. My group is working to make this faster and more streamlined, thereby improving physics
analyses of the IceCube collaboration. I implemented more realistic and detailed models of the processes which result from neutrino interactions which can be used to more accurately generate the hypotheses used in reconstruction. Faculty sponsor: Doug Cowen
438

Nicholas Dimitrion
Analysis of the Cause of Polar Mesosphere Winter Echoes
University Park
Alvaro Guerra
PMWEs are strong radar echoes that are recorded by VHF radars, when operating at 52 MHz and 224 MHz. They occur between 50-80 km
in the polar regions of the atmosphere during the winter months. The PAWSS payload aims to answer the question- Are PMWEs the result
of 3m electron density irregularities produced by neutral turbulence? To answer the question PAWSS, containing three different instruments, will fly from Andøya, Norway aboard the sounding rocket G-Chaser. Faculty sponsor: Timothy Wheeler
468
Lars Eckenberg
Chandra: Unusual extended X-Ray Emission
University Park
I have been looking at data from the Chandra X-ray telescope of a pulsar and an unusual extended emission. My research aims at determining the relationship of the pulsar and the extended emission, and further characterizing the extended emission itself using data analysis
software specific to Chandra. Faculty sponsor: Bettina Posselt
110

Brittney Fitzgerald
Analysis of Geological Date from the North Atlantic
University Park
Quinn Vollmer
Ocean and Caribbean Sea
Sedimentation data are important for predicting climate change, analyzing benthic habitats and determining ideal locations for off-shore
structures. We used grain size, color, composition, and sediment shape to understand off-shore and nearshore trends. Sediment furthest
from the land was much finer and rounded in comparison to samples closet to land at San Juan Harbor. Faculty sponsor: Monica Medina

481
Matthew Griffin
Evaluation of Ultrafine Particle Emissions from
University Park
		
Household Sources		
Particulate matter (PM) makes up a large portion of air pollution and causes many adverse health effects due to its ability to penetrate deep
into the lungs and enter the bloodstream. Indoor air pollution is especially dangerous as the confined space and prolonged exposure leads
to an increased concentration of PM. This project involved studying and characterizing the emissions of PM from various household devices. Faculty sponsor: Miriam Freedman
204
Alex Grigas		
Bilayer Formation on Protocells
University Park
Coacervates are a type of liquid-liquid phase separation that have protocellular properties. We characterized the interactions between
different coacervate systems at different charge ratios and different liposome systems in order to investigate the possibility of bilayer formation on the surface of coacervates. Several of our systems achieved liposome assembly at the interface, but continuous bilayer formation
was not observed. Faculty sponsor: Chris Keating
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149
Sojung Kim		
Synthesis of a Novel Small-Molecule Inhibitor of
University Park
		
D14-type Strigolactone Receptors		
Strigolactones are plant hormones that stimulate germination of Striga hermonthica, a major agricultural pest in Africa. A small-molecule
called DL1 was discovered to inhibit strigolactone signaling. I studied the structure-activity relationship of DL1, then designed and chemically synthesized over 40 DL1 derivatives to create stronger inhibitors. This ultimately led to the synthesis of a novel inhibitor nearly 4.5x
stronger than DL1. This potent inhibitor is now being studied as an agrochemical to control Striga germination. Faculty sponsor: Thomas
Mallouk
448
Rachel Lamb		
The Effects of Competition on Defense of an Invasive
University Park
		
Thistle Species, Carduus nutans		
Plants may trade off between growth and defense, especially when influenced by factors such as plant-plant interactions. We tested how
thistle prickle count is affected by intraspecific competition (same species) and interspecific competition (different species). We manipulated growing conditions and counted prickles on three leaves per plant. Prickle count was significantly lower on leaves grown with interspecific and intraspecific competition than on controls. Our results suggest competition may have an effect on structural defense. Faculty
sponsor: Katriona Shea

241
Jenna Mandel		
Neurons survive and regenerate after injury to both
University Park
		
axons and dendrites		
Simultaneous axon and dendrite injury is likely to occur in response to stroke and traumatic brain injury. Although axon regeneration has
been well characterized and dendrites are known to regenerate via an undefined mechanism that is distinct from that of axons, concurrent
axon and dendrite has not been well studied. We aim to induce injury in both axons and dendrites to characterize how the pathways for
axon and dendrite regeneration interact with one another. Faculty sponsor: Melissa Rolls
207
Olivia Muly		
Environmental stress on chromatin/protein binding in yeast
University Park
Every cell regularly reads its genetic code to produce mRNA in a process called transcription, with the aim of ultimately producing
thousands of proteins. Eukaryotic organisms use a system of activator and repressor proteins to modulate transcription. The goal of this
research is to understand how genes are regulated by exposure to environmental stress and subsequent characterization of protein/DNA
interactions genome-wide through ChIP-exo technology. Faculty sponsor: Frank Pugh

120
Madeline Nyblade
Numerical modeling of the agricultural-hydrologic
University Park
		
system in Punjab		
The food security for India’s growing population is threatened by the decline in freshwater resources due to unsustainable consumption for
irrigation. This issue is acute in parts of Punjab, India, where small landholders produce a major quantity of India’s food. This state-wide
coupled hydrologic, agricultural, and economic model of Punjab was built to assess and optimize crop choice scenarios based on farmer
income, food production, and hydrologic system constraints. Faculty sponsor: Ludmil Zikatanov

301
Molly Pash		
Converted soil matric potentials across the SSHCZO
University Park
		catchment		
This study was conducted to better understand how soil matric potentials (Ψm) change over time across a catchment area. Time Domain
Reflectometry probes were constructed and installed at over 35 sites spread throughout the Susquehanna Shale Hills Critical Zone Observatory to collect soil moisture data at various depths. Ernest soils were the least saturated, whereas mid-slope Weikert soils were the most
saturated, which is counterintuitive based on the location of the soils. Faculty sponsor: David Eissenstat
464
Gina Sarkawi		
Application of laser ablation inductively coupled mass
University Park
		
spectrometry on tephra from Afar, Ethiopia		
Tephra, eruptive material from volcanoes containing glass, crystals, and lithics, acts as a marker linking Earth’s history, fossil records,
and archaeological finds. Glass geochemistry aid in correlations of sedimentary layers and geologic mapping in regions like the Afar
Depression, Ethiopia. Recent improvements in laser ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry allow discrete glass shard analysis of
trace and minor elements. Here, I show the applicability of LA-ICP-MS for tephra from Afar and indicate correlations of tephra. Faculty
sponsor: Erin DiMaggio
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136
Kyle Sherbine		
Linking Microbial Composition and Abundance to
University Park
		
Methane Flux in Andean Wetland Systems		
Located in the high-altitude Andes are wetlands, known as bofedales, that cover approximately 0.4% of the landscape in Peru. At a regional scale, they represent a significant carbon storage, but are also an ideal environment for methanogenesis due to anaerobic conditions.
This study attempts to link microbial community composition and abundance to methane flux in two bofedales. The range of data collected
includes: methane flux, water quality and microbial communities. Faculty sponsor: Michael Nassry

495
Matthew Tracey
Small Oligonucleotide Models of the Twister Ribozyme
University Park
		
Active Site Reveal No Intrinsic Activity of CA and
		
UA Linkages		
The twister ribozyme’s self-cleavage mechanism is hypothesized to use substrate-assisted catalysis. RNA hexamer models were designed
from those detailed in a previous paper whereby RNA hexamers engaged in specific self-cleavage around CA and UA motifs. Experimental results and a recent study discussing Tudor SN that cleaves about these motifs indicates that these linkages may possess no intrinsic
reactivity. We conclude that the full twister active site is needed for any detectable level of specific cleavage. Faculty sponsor: Philip
Bevilacqua
162
Austin Ware		
Companions in Color: High-Resolution Imaging of
University Park
		
Kepler’s Sub-Neptune Host Stars		
Sub-Neptune exoplanets, which fall between 1 and 4 times the size of Earth, were found in abundance by the Kepler Mission. The combination of their size and relatively short orbital period make them unusual in relation to the Solar System, leading to the question of how
these exoplanets form and evolve. One possibility is that they were influenced by distant stellar companions. We conduct a search for
visual stellar companions to asses their influence. Faculty sponsor: Eric Ford
111
Anna Whitaker
Gradient analysis of Upper Ordovician fossil
University Park
		
assemblages in the Taconic Foreland Basin: comparison
		
of Central Pennsylvania and Virginia		
450 million years ago, Pennsylvania was covered by a shallow sea. Previous studies on the marine ecosystems of this basin found their
distribution relates to gradients in water depth and carbonate content (Bretsky 1970, Springer & Bambach 1985). New fossil localities in
central Pennsylvania confirms these conclusions, and finds significant differences in the shoreface environment of the depth gradient along
a north/south axis due to lithologic content. Faculty sponsor: Mark Patzkowsky
506
Kaiyi Wu		
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method and applications
University Park
We consider, both computationally and theoretically, the properties of adaptive Markov Chain Monte Carlo (a-MCMC) methods. We begin
our study with a famous MCMC realization, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, and further apply this algorithm to evaluate high-dimensional integrals. We then extend the algorithms to the case of adaptive MCMC methods and prove its ergodicity and aperiodicity. In
addition, we show that a-MCMC methods are advantageous over the standard (non-adaptive) MCMC methods. Faculty sponsor: Ludmil
Zikatanov
507
Kaiyi Wu		
Analyzing Air Pollution in Beijing with night lights data
University Park
The satellite images of Earth at night released by NASA scientists show how human shape the planet. Night light data, a well-correlated
factor of socio-economic growth, might be used to analyzes the air quality at varied regional levels. These results can be used when making strategic decisions on air pollution control. Nightlight data was gathered from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
Day/Night Band (DNB). Faculty sponsor: Le Bao
297
Chenzhang Zhou
ODE solver based on Taylor approximation
Altoona
Since most ordinary differential equations cannot be solved in terms of explicit formulas, numerical methods are required to solve them
approximately. Runge-Kutta methods are the standard for this. We present a method based on quadratic Taylor expansion of the differential equation. The motivation is to improve accuracy in certain ecological models. In particular, logistic models with harvesting are solved
error-free by our methods. Faculty sponsor: Thomas Krainer
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494

Matthew Adams
Showcasing Internships: The Art of
Altoona
Sarah Mohammed
Scientific Presentations
For the past two years, Penn State Altoona has conducted a pilot program of students presenting their internships at undergraduate research
fairs. This is novel territory with virtually no research to guide presenters. Our research team will determine 1) what visual qualities of a
research poster translate into award-winning presentations and 2) if these winning qualities of traditional research presentations translate
into successful internship presentations. Faculty sponsor: Nick Rowland

423
Nicholas Banerjee
The Effect of Time and Other Factors on
University Park
		
Adolescent Responsibility		
The aim of the study was to answer three research questions: Is Socioeconomic status (SES) associated with adolescents’ responsibility
across three waves of data? How does responsibility change across adolescence? The sample was 135 adolescents from Washington,
DC metro area diverse in gender and race/ethnicity. SES was negatively associated with responsibility. Results from Repeated Measures
ANOVA showed that responsibility as reported by parents, but not as reported by child, increased over time. Faculty sponsor: Emily
Waterman

484
Odgerel Bat Yeruult
Chinese and Indian Foreign Direct Investment’s
University Park
		
Effect on African Growth		
This study analyzes the impact of Chinese and Indian FDI on the economic growth of African countries from 2002-2013. The results show
that Chinese FDI is positive and significantly correlated with growth in Africa in fixed effect estimation, but Indian FDI has an insignificant relationship. As the literature implies, FDI leads to technological transfers that could then lead to growth, which attracts further
investments that further leads to increased transfers and continual absorptive capacities. Faculty sponsor: Bumba Mukherjee
200
Emma Behr		
The Politics of Arctic Sea Ice Loss and the Law of the Sea
University Park
This is a qualitative thesis comprised of comparative case studies (the United States, Canada, and Denmark) exploring the reasons why the
United States is the only country of the eight Arctic nations that has not ratified the United Nations International Law of the Sea Treaty.
The results show that the main factors influencing a country’s likelihood of treaty ratification are the presence of nonrenewable energy
business interest groups, regime type, and public opinion. Faculty sponsor: Xun Cao
451
Jason Bixon		
The Default Effect: a closer look at reactance through
University Park
		
environmental choice architectures		
Choice architecture is a powerful influence on consumer decisions. One such influence, default architecture, results in disproportionately
choosing options that are selected for someone, even when the default option is made salient and the choice is counterattitudinal. The present research tests the effects of default architecture on consumers’ selection of renewable vs. nonrenewable energy for their home electricity. An experimental study tests whether transparency about the reasons for defaults reveals default effects choices. Faculty sponsor: Janet
Swim
106
Benjamin Black		
Incidents in the South China Sea: Exploring the
University Park
		
Chinese Perspective of the Disputes		
This project endeavors to answer the question: why is China becoming more active in the South China Sea?  Ninety militarized incidents
from 1970 to 2012, show an increased intensity that exemplifies the current dynamic nature of the disputes. The project examines the disputes in the context of Chinese nationalism and Chinese regional hegemony in an effort to better understand Chinese goals and the overall
Chinese perspective of the South China Sea. Faculty sponsor: Gretchen Casper

222
Eva Bonta		
Competing approaches to Mexican gastronomic
University Park
		
heritage preservation		
Drawing on ethnographic research in Mexico, this paper analyzes the perspectives of chefs, cooks, business owners, and farmers, as well
as the Pueblo Coca de Mezcala cultural movement and the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage designation, to examine the different
ways traditional foods are valued in Mexico. The results shed light on competing responses to the effects of globalization on Mexican
cuisine; however, meaningful linkages are present and are worth expanding upon further. Faculty sponsor: Bronwen Powell
240
Taylor Buchness		
Empathetic Leadership
University Park
Empathy is an important leadership skill that is often overlooked. In this study, I will be using a version of the Empathy Selection Task
developed by Cameron and colleagues (under review) to explore the relationship between being assigned a leadership role and avoiding or
choosing empathy to solve workplace problems. I will also explore how effortful choosing empathy is, as well as social desirability norms
associated with choosing empathy in the workplace. Faculty sponsor: Daryl Cameron
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442
Jane Chung		
Are Adults Aware of the Cues They Use to Label Someone
University Park
		
as “Male” or “Female”?		
This study investigated adults’ awareness of gender labeling processes by comparing the types of labeling strategies described by adults in
two conditions. Adults who were asked candidly about gender labeling processes reported using biological cues and cultural cues, whereas
adults who were shown a picture to label reported using cultural cues. This difference shows inconsistency between adults’ awareness of
labeling processes, prompting further exploration in the metacognition behind gender labeling by situation. Faculty sponsor: Lynn Liben

165
Michael Citrenbaum
Locational Date Preferences of Couples in the
University Park
		
State College Area		
Couples in the State College area filled out surveys on their top 10 favorite date spots, resulting in mostly local locations. Most of the
respondents were the females in the relationship. The study observes differences in how many couples prefer campus locations as opposed
to the downtown and vice-versa. Maps and exploratory statistics help illustrate these findings. There is also supporting demographic
data. Faculty sponsor: Clio Andris
128
Abigail Cosgrove
Do faces affect foreign-accented speech comprehension
University Park
		
in children? An ERP investigation		
Using EEG methodology, children (aged 9-11) with little exposure to foreign-accented speech listened to sentences containing a semantic
anomaly or pronoun error (and correct counterparts), produced by Chinese-accented and non-accented speakers of English. We examined
whether presenting faces as a cue to foreign speaker identity could aid foreign-accented speech comprehension. Preliminary analyses of
the child data suggests that adults but not children use faces as a cue to speaker identity to aid foreign-accented speech comprehension.
Faculty sponsor: Janet Van Hell
420
Crystal Dahm		
Sensorimotor speech control in young adults with ADHD
University Park
The purpose of this research was to observe differences in sensorimotor speech control in participants with and without ADHD (n=49).
Speech samples and quantitative somatosensory assessments were collected along with diagnostic interviews. Participants with ADHD
demonstrated a faster speech rate than controls when recounting a story (p= .017). A negative correlational relationship was identified
between spoken syllables per second and diagnostic assessments of ADHD. Further data analysis will be completed at the time of presentation. Faculty sponsor: Kristina Neely
263

Moni Erinle		
Correlates of Life Satisfaction among Middle-Aged
University Park
Rosalyn Guest		
and Older Black Adults		
Dominique Prawl
This study examined psychological and social factors related to life satisfaction in middle-aged and older Black adults (n = 93). Participants completed surveys on life satisfaction, self-reported physical health, depressive symptoms, and personality. Better life satisfaction
was associated with better physical health, lower depressive symptoms, higher agreeableness, higher conscientiousness, and lower neuroticism. These results highlight the need to explore determinants and successful aging outcomes of life satisfaction across Black populations.
Faculty sponsor: Alyssa Gamaldo

158
Erika Exton		
Lexical Decision and Semantic Relatedness
University Park
		
Judgment Processing		
Numerous studies on semantic memory observed that neurologically healthy monolinguals are faster and more accurate in processing
concrete than abstract words. This study examines concreteness effects in lexical decision and semantic relationship judgment tasks in
the second language in bilinguals and in the first language in people with aphasia, and the relationship between concreteness and types
of semantic relationships. Implications for bilingual semantic memory and comparisons between L2 and impaired L1 will be discussed.
Faculty sponsor: Janet Van Hell
485
Hamsa Fayed		
Twin Tolerations, Terrorism, and Democracy
University Park
Can religious toleration improve democracy and reduce recruitment to insurgencies within Muslim Majority states? The purpose of this
paper will be to explore Twin Tolerations, a theory of religious toleration, in Muslim-majority states. I conducted a quantitative analysis
of Muslim Majority countries between 1990 – 2008. I found that low government restrictions and low religious influence between state
governments and religious institutions improve democracy and reduce terrorism in Muslim-majority states. Faculty sponsor: Matthew
Golder
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175
Sarah Fieger		
Comparison of Science Faculty Committee Workloads
University Park
		
Centered on Gender		
This research seeks to identify if gender or other factors play a large role in predicting the committee workload of a faculty member. Specifically, in this study the population was the Penn State University Mathematics and Biology department’s academic service assignments.
This research has been conducted with the support and collaboration of both department heads and may inform new departmental policies
in the future. Faculty sponsor: Nate Brown

305
Brenna Fisher		
The Impact of Child Sexual Abuse on Moral
University Park
		
Development: An Application of Moral Foundations
		Theory		
This study examines the effects of childhood sexual abuse on moral development, by comparing students who were sexually abused prior
to age 16 to those who were not on all five of the moral foundations, as described in Jonathan Haidt’s Moral Foundations Theory. Results
show that victims of sexual abuse exhibit lower scores on three foundations, which may adversely affect their social cohesion in groups
and reintegration into society in the aftermath of sexual abuse. Faculty sponsor: Eric Silver

502
Rachel Fleischer		
Exploring the Passage of Immigration Legislation
University Park
		
in the Modern Political Era		
This research quantitatively analyzes the impact certain variables had on the passage of immigration legislation from 1973-2014. Testing
variables such as saliency, government type, etc., I found immigration bills are enacted into law more during times of a divided government. Additionally, I predicted the probability of these bills progression through the legislative process given certain conditions. My research helps explain why past legislation has failed and what an “ideal” environment is to pass immigration legislation. Faculty sponsor:
Michael Nelson
400

Dildeep Ghallon
Effects of Maternal Permissiveness and Student
University Park
Briannah Tsang
Drinking on Mother-student Communication
This study explores the effects of maternal permissiveness (MP) and student drinking (SD) on mother-student communication regarding
alcohol use, peer influence, and physical effects of drinking. Students from three public universities participated in a longitudinal study
(N=1429). Findings indicate that MP does not predict communication, while SD moderates the effect of MP on communication (peer
and physical). Results suggest the amount permissive mothers communicate about these topics varies based on student drinking. Faculty
sponsor: Rob Turrisi
492
Nicholas Gilbert		
The impact of moderate and severe traumatic brain injury
University Park
		
in reducing neural network dynamics		
This study focuses on state-level dynamic connectivity differences between TBI-affected individuals and healthy controls over the course
of two runs of intermittent task and resting data. The goal of this study was to analyze the dynamic properties of neural networks engaged
in periodic task stimulation to determine the flexibility of networks states after traumatic brain injury. Functional MRI, dynamic connectivity, and graph theory methods revealed diminished network dynamics for TBI-affected subjects compared to healthy controls. Faculty
sponsor: Frank Hillary
201
Alice Greider		
The “Not-So-Common” European Asylum System:
University Park
		
Determinants of Asylum Policy in the EU28 2008-2016		
This paper seeks to examine the national determinants of asylum policy as a way to better understand the failures of the Common European Asylum System. Using a multivariate regression analysis, I gauge the importance of economic, political, popular opinion, and capacity
factors in shaping asylum policy from 2008 to 2016. Contrary to my predictions, I find that issue salience and geographic proximity matter
more for asylum policy than do other political or structural factors. Faculty sponsor: Sona Golder
155
Taylor Haddad		
Text Messaging to Enhance a Community-based Health
University Park
		
Intervention in Rural South Africa
South Africa (SA) has dramatically increasing diabetes prevalence due to changes in lifestyle (e.g., diet, exercise), requiring widespread
prevention efforts. As part of adapting the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) for delivery in rural SA, we developed and implemented
text-messaging components to enhance face-to-face DPP programming. We present the development of content (336 health-relevant,
culturally appropriate messages) and implementation (delivery frequency, intensity, and scheduling logic). This messaging-enhanced DPP
encourages participation and facilitates positive lifestyle change. Faculty sponsor: Joshua Smyth
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199
Jennifer Heckman
Women’s Legislative Representation in Africa
University Park
What explains variation in the level of women’s legislative representation in Africa? This paper expands on previous studies to examine the interaction between demand-side and supply-side factors in the analyses. In this paper, I rectify these limitations in the existing
literature by examining how institutional, economic, cultural, and international factors influence the supply of, and demand for, women’s
representation in Africa by using a new dataset. Faculty sponsor: Matthew Golder
130
Carly Hunter		
The Last Ones Out: The impacts of the National
University Park
		
Park Service on the inhabitants of Cataloochee Valley, NC		
Poster will highlight the benefits and drawbacks associated with the establishment of the National Park Service in western North Carolina. Specifically focusing on the Cataloochee Valley of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, the implementation of government
regulations culturally and geographically affected the region in ways that did not always align. Some programs disenfranchised the local
population, but simultaneously supplied the federal protection that has provided land the public can enjoy for years to come. Faculty sponsor: Kirk French
493
Mark Klemencic
C.R.E.A.T.E. Meaningful Learning: A Strategic
University Park
		
Investigation of the Pedagogical Efficacy of Primary
		
Literature-Based Undergraduate Education in Psychology		
This pedagogical research study examined the efficacy of the “C.R.E.A.T.E.” (Consider, Read, Elucidate the hypotheses, Analyze and
interpret the data, and Think of the next Experiment) teaching method in a supplemental undergraduate psychology course. Pre- and postcourse measures of students’ epistemological beliefs about science, concept mapping adequacy, and understanding of the scientific method
were analyzed. Faculty sponsor: Cathleen Hunt
160

Christian Lucia		
Role of Librarians in Book Reviews
University Park
Shuvanon Shahid
Cooper Wills
Often overlooked, book reviews can open a doorway for students to work with librarians to help make their work more scholarly and legitimate. What happens as a librarian becomes a key player in writing a book review? In our work, we looked at how aid of librarians impacts
the quality of a book review co-authored by a student. In addition to background research, the research team conducted a first-cut analysis
wherein book reviews were individually rank ordered. Faculty sponsor: Nicholas Rowland

302
Kelsey Maguire		
The Role of Paternal Mental Health Status on Youth
University Park
		
Health and Health Behaviors		
The association between maternal and child health is well established, but the role of the father is less understood. The purpose of this
study was to explore the associations between paternal mental health and child health and weight in a nationally representative sample of
U.S. fathers and youth (0-17 years). Findings from this study will contribute to our understanding of the role paternal mental health plays
on child health outcomes, which will inform intervention efforts. Faculty sponsor: Scherezade Mama
218
Leah Martin		
Sexual Assault and Universities in Pennsylvania Counties
University Park
The research I am working on looks at Pennsylvania counties and the presence of sexual assault and rape, measured by PCAR (Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape) and UCR (Uniform Crime Report), and how that rate correlates with universities in each county. The variables
measured will include university enrollment profile of undergraduates and graduates, type of institution (such as public or private), and if
the institution is religiously based or not. Faculty sponsor: Barry Ruback
190
Mckayla Mawn		
Understanding the Reciprocal Relationship Between
University Park
		
Interpersonal Behaviors and Autonomic Nervous
		
System Functioning in Patients with Borderline
		
Personality Disorder
The aim was to characterize the role of sympathetic nervous system (SNS) functioning in interpersonal dysfunction in those with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD). It was hypothesized that patients with BPD would experience greater SNS activation during interpersonal
interactions. 110 romantic couples (one partner was selected for psychopathology) discussed the greatest disagreement in their relationship
for 10 minutes while skin conductance data and behavioral states were coded. Results indicate that BPD patients experienced decreased
SNS activation. Faculty sponsor: Michael Hallquist
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455
Ned Moore		
One With Nature Hiking & Lodging
University Park
McDowell is one of the counties in West Virginia fatally impacted by the coal mining industry losing its traction in the energy market. Citizens in McDowell are left to scour for jobs in an economically poor part of our nation, and this project provides an understanding of how
mining communities in McDowell can address the impacts of this economic bust by recognizing how innovations in energy consumption
can lead them into other potential markets. Faculty sponsor: Stephen Mainzer
101
Jennifer Norris		
Effects of Training Spatial Perspective-Taking on Use
University Park
		
of Body Movement in a Mapping Task
The current study sought to determine whether a perspective-taking intervention led to an increased use of body movement in 8- to 9- year
olds while solving a mapping task. In addition, we explored whether an increase in body movement was related to better performance
on the task. The study indicated that children who used body movement to solve the mapping task performed significantly better on the
task. Faculty sponsor: Lynn Liben
471
Natalia Oliveira		
Acceptability of Using Eyeglass Video Cameras to
University Park
		
Detect Visual Cues for Sedentary Behavior		
Habits can interfere with behavior change if contextual cues activate undesired behaviors automatically. New tools are needed to identify the cues that initiate habitual behavior. This study evaluated the feasibility of using eyeglass video cameras to identify visual cues for
sedentary behavior. Adults (n=10) recorded over 39 hours of first-person video while wearing activity monitors. Eyeglass video cameras were acceptable for recording exposure to visual cues, but consideration must be paid to protecting privacy. Faculty sponsor: David
Conroy
411
Madison Plummer
The Development of a Moral Panic: A Comparative
University Park
		
Analysis of Immigration Rhetoric Surrounding the 2012
		
and the 2016 Presidential Elections
The 2016 presidential election emphasized the growing divide in our nation as people favored one side over the other. The work presented
provides analysis of the 2016 cycle and how it framed immigration, to better understand how the growing racial divide impacted our country at a national and individual level, by answering the following question: In what way did presidential rhetoric surrounding immigration
change electorate attitudes in the later start of the 21st century? Faculty sponsor: Mark Major
208
Alisha Pushinsky
Determining zebrafish preference of food or novel
University Park
		
object presentation through behavioral observations		
Unpredictable captive environments can induce stress, which can negatively impact animal welfare. Our objective was to determine
zebrafish preference between a food and object reward. These preliminary results would be utilized in future experimentation to determine
if fish can associate a preferred stimulus with a specific caregiver, to re-introduce predictability within their environment. We found that
fish became more cohesive, coordinated and displayed less aggression when interacting with food, than a novel object. Faculty sponsor:
Victoria Braithwaite
477
Alexander Rembalsky
The Relationship between Lesion Recovery and
University Park
		
Functional Connectivity in Traumatic Brain Injury		
In this research the aim was to examine pathophysiology and brain plasticity during recovery from traumatic brain injury (TBI). We
focused on 14 individuals with TBI at three different time points during first year post-injury. The goal was to examine lesion recovery and
its relation to changes in functional connectivity and behavioral outcome. Preliminary findings revealed that after injury early response is
increased activity in core networks shown as increased strength of connections. Faculty sponsor: Frank Hillary
433
Olivia Richards		
Design Opportunities in Deliberate Parenting
University Park
		
Practices for Child Development		
There is a lack of understanding to best design technology to meet the needs of the parent-child relationship in engaging educational experiences toward skill and habit development. We began to address this research problem by conducting an interview study to gain insights
into learning within the parent-child relationship. We identified deliberate parenting practices that highlight the untapped design opportunities to support the health, well-being and developmental concerns of both parents and their children simultaneously. Faculty sponsor:
Meg Small
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427
Alyssa Rivera		
The Relationship between Sexual Attitudes and the HEXACO
University Park
The goal of my study is to determine the relationship between four multidimensional sexual attitudes and a more recently developed personality model called the HEXACO (Ashton & Lee, 2009). Past research has not found connections between personality and multidimensional attitudes of sexuality. These associations will determine how personality contributes to people’s perceptions of sexuality. Faculty
sponsor: Michelle Yarwood
109
Courtney Rome		
Food For Thought: Differences of Geographic Food
University Park
		
Habits Between Alaska and the Lower 48		
The process of food acquisition is assumed to vary depending on location. Five dimensions of this process, Seasonality, Subsistence, Time,
Community Collaboration, and Level of Enjoyment are defined and examined by comparing survey responses from residents of Juneau,
Alaska and State College, Pennsylvania. These five dimensions are seen as fundamental to the acquisition process and can give insight to
future issues of food insecurity in regions of the world. Faculty sponsor: Denice Wardrop
253
Joseph Sheaffer		
Individual Political Ideology Informing the
University Park
		
Consumption of Outrage Media		
Outrage media, which embodies the angry figure behind the desk reading the news and presenting news with a partisan twist, has grown
through the expansion of cable television and the internet. Previous research has focused on the distribution of outrage news through the
media outlets. This project used an experiment that mimicked the news cycle during a presidential campaign to explore which factors
affect how individuals consume outrage media, thus filling the gap in research. Faculty sponsor: Mark Major

214
Neil Shook		
Singular “they”: Online and offline interpretation effects
University Park
		
among L1 and L2 speakers		
We investigate how L1 and L2 English speakers utilize competing number cues when interpreting singular they. Participants read sentences containing referential (that jogger) or nonreferential (a jogger) subjects, which were referred to using singular (he/she) or plural (they)
pronouns. When interpreting the subject’s number, L1 speakers exhibited an interaction between pronoun type and referential/nonreferential subjects. L2 speakers showed no interaction, suggesting that they may be less able to integrate multiple, conflicting cues than L1
speakers. Faculty sponsor: Carrie Jackson

473
Jessica Sigala		
Social Impairment In Autism: An Examination of the
Beaver
		
Relationship Between Social Items on the ADOS and
		Vineland-II		
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a disorder characterized by social problems and difficulty communicating. This study is a secondary
analysis which provides insight on the social communication differences and variability within ASD. Using SPSS, a statistical analysis was
conducted to investigate relationships between social items on the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule and social items on the Vineland Adaptive Behaviors Scale. This is a clinical data set of young children seen at an Autism diagnostic clinic. Faculty sponsor: Marissa
Mendoza-Burcham
102
Aubrey Tallon		
“Only I Can Sexualize Me:” Examining Themes of
University Park
		
Empowerment in Northeastern Renaissance Faires
Given the social stigmas associated with Renaissance Faires, this study examined the meaning of Renaissance Faires to performers and
how performers perceived erotic capital to be expressed at these Faires. Using a series of semi-structured interviews, researchers viewed
respondent narratives and established codes. Thematic coding revealed four main focuses—empowerment, community, diversity, and sexuality. Implications of these themes on Renaissance Faire culture will be discussed within the exhibit. Faculty sponsor: Andrew Mowen
178
Nicole Telfer		
Time spent performing household tasks and
University Park
		
African American adolescents’ academic functioning
I examined the association between academic functioning and time spent performing household tasks among 344 African American adolescents. I also tested if the association between academic functioning and time spent performing household tasks differs for boys and girls.
Adolescents completed questionnaires about their school experiences, and mothers reported report card grades. Adolescents who spent
more time performing household tasks reported more school trouble and lower GPA. These associations did not differ for boys versus
girls. Faculty sponsor: Susan Marie McHale
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425
Isabella Teti		
Eastern European Family Policy’s Effect on Fertility
University Park
		
and Women’s Economic Status		
In this study I analyze the effects of pronatalist family policy on fertility and women’s economic status. I do this by analyzing five types of
family policy and their impacts in Eastern European countries. My results confirm previous research which associates increased financial
support for parents with increased fertility rates. It also suggests a more equitable division of family benefits, instead of unilateral support
for mothers, would be the most beneficial for women economically. Faculty sponsor: Lee Ann Banaszak

413
Kelly Vanden		
Parent-Child Relationship During the College
University Park
		
Planning Process		
Parent involvement in students’ college planning is crucial to their academic careers. My study explores students’ messages to their parents during this process. Juniors at two high schools responded to the question, “If you could tell your parents one thing as you begin the
college planning process, what would it be?” We coded for content in the responses such as warmth, control, and anxiety. This study will
improve college counseling programs for students and parents. Faculty sponsor: Meg Small
418
Timofey Velenchuk
War and Conflict in Regime Transitioning States
University Park
The relationship between regime change and conflict is examined in the pre and post-Cold War period under the Eastern European and
former Soviet Union states, the states which were directly impacted and related to the set-up of the world powers system during both periods. Faculty sponsor: Douglas Lemke

184
Seamus Wagner		
Partisan Bias in Electoral Conflict: Tanzania’s
University Park
		
Kawe Constituency		
This work examines what factors influence varied perceptions of electoral conflict using a case study in Tanzania. The 2015 general
elections in Tanzania, some constituencies experienced electoral conflict. Using an original survey developed in conjunction with graduate
students at the University of Dar es Salaam, this paper tests perceptions of violence in Kawe, a constituency in the heart of Dar es Salaam
that experienced conflict during the 2015 general elections. Faculty sponsor: Elizabeth Carlson
191
Aliza Winneg		
Using Bilingualism as a Tool to Study Recognition Memory for
University Park
		
Grammar and Meaning
To reconcile an ongoing debate to whether the retention of form takes precedence over the retention of meaning in memory, an eye-tracking reading study was conducted on bilingual participants at the University of Puerto Rico. Participants read unilingual Spanish and
codeswitched sentences and answered comprehension questions, always in unilingual sentences. Results suggest that form of the target
noun is retained and results in interference. However, a simple math problem was enough for interference to disappear. Faculty sponsor:
Giuli Dussias
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